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Recirculating linear accelerators (linacs) provide a compact and efficient
way of accelerating particle beams to medium and high energies by reusing the
same linac for multiple passes. In recirculating linacs, maximum current can be
limited by multipass beam breakup (BBU), which occurs when an electron beam
interacts with the higher order modes (HOMs) of accelerating cavities during
multipass recirculations.
The average current of the CEBAF 12 GeV Upgrade accelerator at Jefferson
Lab, a 5-pass recirculating linac, may be limited by multipass BBU. This disserta-
tion work was performed as part of the 12 GeV Upgrade project at Jefferson Lab
to investigate limits on average beam currents from the BBU instability. Exper-
imental and simulation studies were carried out, and revealed that the multipass
BBU will not be a limiting factor to the average beam current in the 12 GeV
Upgrade of the CEBAF accelerator.
This dissertation includes the theoretical calculation for longitudinal BBU,
which revealed that the maximum current limit from longitudinal BBU is much
higher than the transverse one. Therefore, longitudinal BBU will not become a
problem, as long as transverse BBU does not cause instability. A cumulative BBU
simulation study for a new injector in the 12 GeV accelerator also was conducted.
The results showed that the transient behavior of cumulative BBU in the injector
is not problematic.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility
Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility, commonly called Jefferson
Lab or JLab, is a U.S. national laboratory located in Newport News, Virginia.
Its primary mission is to conduct basic research on the structure of atomic nuclei
using an electron accelerator, known as the Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator
Facility (CEBAF). CEBAF consists of a polarized electron source and injector,
two superconducting radio frequency (SRF) linear accelerators (linacs), and nine
arc sections which connect the linacs. A schematic of the CEBAF machine and
the user end stations is depicted in Figure 1.1. As the electron beam orbits up
to five passes through each linac, its energy is increased up to a maximum of 6
GeV [1].
The beam is directed to three end stations, named Hall A, Hall B, and Hall
C, for nuclear physics experiments. In each hall, the electron beam collides with
a stationary target. This allows physicists to study the structure of atomic nuclei,
particularly the distributions and interaction of quarks and gluons. Jefferson Lab
1
2Fig. 1.1: Schematic of the CEBAF accelerator.
also conducts a variety of research using its Free Electron Laser (FEL), which is
based on the same SRF technology used in CEBAF. (Picture from [1]).
1.2 CEBAF Overview
The CEBAF accelerator is a five-pass recirculating linac based on SRF tech-
nology. It is capable of simultaneous delivery of continuous wave (cw) electron
beams of up to 6 GeV to the three end stations. The most important innovations
in CEBAF are the choice of SRF technology and the use of multipass beam recir-
culation. Neither of these had been previously applied on such a large scale [1].
The cw electron beam is also a distinguishing feature which is enabled by employ-
ing the SRF technology. The recirculating linac configuration saves space and
cost by using the accelerating cavities multiple times during multipass.
3(a) 5-cell cavity used for 4 GeV CEBAF. (b) 7-cell cavity for the 12 GeV Upgrade.
Fig. 1.2: 5-cell cavity and 7-cell cavity.
CEBAF is in a racetrack configuration, comprised of two antiparallel linacs,
called the North and South linacs, and arcs for recirculation. Each linac contains
20 cryomodules, and one cryomodule contains eight 5-cell cavities made of Nio-
bium (see Figure 1.2a). At the exit of each linac, dipole magnets separate the
beam vertically into different arcs according to energy. At the end of the arc,
another set of dipoles are used to merge the individual beams into the next linac.
Extra spaces were allocated at the end of each linac for future purposes. The 12
GeV Upgrade utilizes those spaces for new cryomodules containing 7-cell cavities
(see Figure 1.2b).
180◦ recirculation arcs connect the two linacs. Because of the difference in
energy, each recirculation pass needs an independent beam transport system. The
arcs themselves consist of a total of nine transport lines (five in the east arc and
four in the west arc) making a total of five passes possible [1].
41.3 The 12 GeV Upgrade
To expand the research opportunity in the nuclear physics, Jefferson Lab is
upgrading its facility by doubling the beam energy from 6 to 12 GeV, construct-
ing a new experimental hall, and upgrading its existing experimental halls. The
increase in energy is achieved by adding five new cryomodules at the end of each
linac as in Figure 1.3. New cryomodules to be used for the 12 GeV Upgrade use
higher gradient 7-cell cavities (Figure 1.2b) while maintaining the overall length
of the original cryomodule design, which uses 5-cell cavities (Figure 1.2a). The 12
GeV beam current may be varied from a few pico amperes up to 80 µA.
Fig. 1.3: Schematic of the 12 GeV Upgrade.
In addition to upgrading the energy, a new experimental hall, Hall D, will be
5constructed and use a 12 GeV electron beam to carry out experiments mainly on
gluons to test the current understanding of quark confinement. All three existing
halls will be upgraded to take advantage of the new 5-pass 11 GeV beams.
1.4 Beam Breakup Instability
A radio frequency (RF) cavity is a device that establishes RF resonating
electromagnetic fields in a confined region. An external RF source can excite
resonant modes in the cavity. In addition, a charged particle traversing a cavity
can also excite resonant modes in the cavity. The beam-excited modes alter
incoming particle motion and can make the particle beam unstable [2]. This
instability can limit the maximum available beam current in recirculating linacs
such as CEBAF.
1.4.1 Mulitpass Beam Breakup
Recirculating linear accelerators provide a compact and efficient way of
accelerating particle beams to medium and high energies by reusing the same linac
for multiple passes. Recently there have been many projects around the world
employing recirculating linacs such as CEBAF and FEL at Jefferson Lab, LHeC
at CERN, ERL at BNL, ERL at Cornell, ALICE at Daresbury Lab, BERLinPro at
HZB, cERL at KEK, MARS at BINP, and others [3,4]. In recirculating linacs, the
maximum current can be limited by multipass beam breakup (BBU), which occurs
when the electron beam interacts with the dipole higher order modes (HOMs) of
6accelerating cavities during multipass recirculations.
In recirculating linacs, a particle deflected by an HOM on the first pass comes
back to the same cavity again on the second or higher passes. A distinguishing
feature is that the recirculating particle can constructively or destructively in-
terfere with the HOM which deflected it on the previous pass. Therefore, there
exists a feedback to the HOM field by the recirculating particle. The enhancing
feedback by a series of particles can cause an exponential increase in the HOM
field if the HOM is not sufficiently damped. The mode excitation can grow high
enough so that the beam strikes a wall and is lost. This phenomenon is referred
to as multipass BBU instability, and it provides the primary current limitation in
the operation of superconducting recirculating linacs [3,5,6]. Recirculating linacs
are generally more sensitive to the transverse BBU than the longitudinal BBU for
the current limitation.
In 2007, CEBAF, having installed earlier prototype high-gradient cavities
for the 12 GeV Upgrade, experienced multipass BBU at the beam current of
54 µA [7]. Great effort was made to improve HOM damping and performance with
DESY-type coaxial HOM couplers and careful control of fabrication methods [8].
These new cavities in Figure 1.2 (b) will be used for the 12 GeV Upgrade. A
performance test with beam is needed to demonstrate that the new cavities for
the 12 GeV Upgrade are not vulnerable to multipass BBU. Experimental as well
as simulation studies for the BBU instability at Jefferson Lab will be presented in
7this thesis.
1.4.2 Cumulative BBU
Linear accelerators are usually made up of many accelerating cavities ar-
ranged in a line, along with various drift spaces and focussing elements between
the cavities. Assume that an HOM is excited in a cavity. Particles are deflected
by the HOM in the cavity, and they drift to the next cavity with a displacement
due to the deflection. These displaced particles can excite a stronger HOM. Then,
following particles arriving at the cavity can be more severely deflected due to the
enhanced HOM. In this cumulative manner, the HOM in the earlier cavities can
produce a larger beam displacement in the later cavities [9, 10].
Cumulative BBU effects can be categorized by two parts: transient behavior
and steady state behavior. A simulation study for the transient behavior in the
injector of the 12 GeV Upgrade was conducted [11], and will be described in this
thesis.
Chapter 2
Theory of Multipass Beam Breakup Instability
2.1 RF Cavity
An RF cavity is a resonator, consisting of a closed metal structure that
confines oscillating electromagnetic fields in the RF region of the spectrum. The
electromagnetic fields can accelerate or decelerate beams of charged particles, and
they can also change the direction of charged particles. The linacs of CEBAF con-
sist of SRF cavities which are elliptical in shape and operate with a fundamental
frequency of 1497 MHz.
2.2 Pillbox Cavity and Its Resonant Modes
Real accelerating cavities are more complicated than a simple pillbox shape.
However, because a simple pillbox cavity is analytically solvable, it provides phys-
ical insights about resonant electromagnetic fields and the characteristics of the
cavity. The pillbox cavity analysis also provides the natural basis for field expan-
sions of resonant electromagnetic fields in cavities. The analytical expressions of
8
9electromagnetic fields in a pillbox cavity will be derived in this section.
2.2.1 Resonant Modes of a Pillbox Cavity
Fig. 2.1: Schematic of a pillbox cavity.
Consider a cylindrical cavity with a uniform nondissipative medium
having permittivity $ and permeability µ. In a source free region, where charge
density ρ = 0 and current density &J = 0, the Maxwell equations in SI units take
the forms
∇ · &E = 0, ∇× &E = −∂ %B∂t
∇ · &B = 0, ∇× &B = µ$∂ %E∂t .
(2.1)
Maxwell equations combine to yield the wave equation
(
∇2 − µ$ ∂
2
∂t2
)
&E
&B
 = 0. (2.2)
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Assuming a sinusoidal time dependence, e−iωt, and standing waves in the z
direction as
&E(ρ,φ, z, t) = &E(ρ,φ)e±ikz−ωt (2.3)
&B(ρ,φ, z, t) = &B(ρ,φ)e±ikz−ωt, (2.4)
the wave equations become two independent Helmholtz equations,
[ ∇2t + (µ$ω2 − k2) ]

&E
&B
 = 0, (2.5)
where
∇2t = ∇2 −
∂2
∂z2
. (2.6)
The &E and &B fields can be determined by solving the eigenvalue equation subject
to boundary conditions for a perfect conductor as
nˆ× &E = 0 and nˆ · &B = 0, (2.7)
where nˆ is a unit normal at the surface.
The Maxwell Equations 2.1 can be combined to express the transverse fields,
E⊥ and B⊥, as a function of the longitudinal components, Ez and Bz. Moreover,
the boundary condition at the cavity surface can be written as
Ez|s = 0 and ∂Bz
∂n
s = 0, (2.8)
where s stands for values at the surface. Since the boundary conditions on Ez and
Bz are different, Equations 2.5 in general have different eigenvalues. Because Ez
11
and Bz are independent, they form two families of solutions which are classified
as transverse magnetic (TM) and transverse electric (TE) modes [12] . These
modes are denoted as TMmnp or TEmnp, where m, n, and p are integers and
describe the azimuthal, radial, and longitudinal periodicity, respectively. The
general expressions for the field components are as follows [10]:
• TMmnp modes
Ez = E0Jm
(
umn
R ρ
)
cos (mφ) cos
(
ppiz
d
)
e−iωmnpt
Eρ = −ppid RumnE0J ′m
(
umn
R ρ
)
cos (mφ) sin
(
ppiz
d
)
e−iωmnpt
Eφ = −ppid mR
2
u2mnρ
E0Jm
(
umn
R ρ
)
sin (mφ) sin
(
ppiz
d
)
e−iωmnpt
Hz = 0
Hρ = i
mωmnpR2
u2mnρ
µE0Jm
(
umn
R ρ
)
sin (mφ) cos
(
ppiz
d
)
e−iωmnpt
Hφ = i
ωmnpR
umn
µE0J ′m
(
umn
R ρ
)
cos (mφ) cos
(
ppiz
d
)
e−iωmnpt
(2.9)
• TEmnp modes
Hz = H0Jm
(
u′mn
R ρ
)
cos (mφ) sin
(
ppiz
d
)
e−iωmnpt
Hρ =
ppi
d
R
u′mn
H0J ′m
(
u′mn
R ρ
)
cos (mφ) cos
(
ppiz
d
)
e−iωmnpt
Hφ = −ppid mR
2
u′ 2mnρ
H0Jm
(
u′mn
R ρ
)
sin (mφ) cos
(
ppiz
d
)
e−iωmnpt
Ez = 0
Eρ = −imωmnpR2u′ 2mnρ H0Jm
(
u′mn
R ρ
)
sin (mφ) sin
(
ppiz
d
)
e−iωmnpt
Eφ = −iωmnpRu′mn H0J ′m
(
u′mn
R ρ
)
cos (mφ) sin
(
ppiz
d
)
e−iωmnpt.
(2.10)
Here Jm(u) is the Bessel function, and umn is the nth root of Jm(u) = 0 (see Figure
2.2a) . J ′m(u) is the derivative of the Bessel function with respect to u, and u
′
mn
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is the nth root of J ′m(u) = 0 (see Figure 2.2b). A few values of these roots are
tabulated in Table 2.1 [10].
2 4 6 8 10 12 u
0.5
0.5
1.0
Jm u
J0
J1 J2
u01 u02 u03
J2
J1
J0
(a) Bessel function of the first kind, Jm(u),
for integer orders m = 0, 1, 2.
2 4 6 8 10 12 u
0.5
0.5
1.0
J'm u
J'0
J'1
J'2
u'01 u'02 u'03
J'2
J'1
J'0
(b) Derivative of the Bessel function of the
first kind, J ′m(u), for integer orders m = 0,
1, 2.
Fig. 2.2: Bessel functions and their derivatives for integer orders m = 0, 1, 2.
m um1 um2 um3
0 2.405 5.520 8.654
1 3.832 7.016 10.173
2 5.136 8.417 11.620
(a) Roots of Jm(u) = 0.
m u′m1 u
′
m2 u
′
m3
0 3.832 7.016 10.174
1 1.841 5.331 8.536
2 3.054 6.706 9.970
(b) Roots of J ′m(u) = 0.
Table 2.1: Zeros of Jm(u) and J ′m(u).
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The resonant frequencies of TM or TE modes are given by [12]
ωmnp =
1√
µ$
√(umn
R
)2
+
(ppi
d
)2
(TM modes) (2.11)
ωmnp =
1√
µ$
√(
u′mn
R
)2
+
(ppi
d
)2
, (TE modes) (2.12)
where R is the radius of the cylinder, and d is the length of the cavity.
2.2.2 Accelerating Mode and Higher Order Modes
To accelerate particles, the longitudinal component of the electric field, Ez,
must not be zero on the z axis. Only the Bessel function of J0 does not vanish
on the z axis; in Equation 2.9, J0(0) %= 0, and then Ez %= 0 . The TM010 mode is
usually chosen for acceleration. It is also called a monopole mode because of its
field distribution.
Modes of the type TM1np and TE1np have net deflecting fields on the z axis.
These are referred to as dipole modes, and they are undesirable in accelerating
cavities because they deflect the beam. Modes with m=2 are called quadrupole
modes. Any electromagnetic mode that is not the fundamental accelerating mode
is generally called a parasitic or higher order mode (HOM). Figure 2.3 shows a
pillbox cavity with a TM110 mode which has an on-axis magnetic field and an
electric field that varies linearly with distance off-axis near the beam axis. A
charged particle passing through the cavity can be deflected by the magnetic field
and excite the mode through the longitudinal electric field if it passes off-axis.
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The dipole modes in actual CEBAF cavities have the same TM110-like structure
near the axis.
Fig. 2.3: Schematic of a TM110 mode.
Although electromagnetic fields in an multi-cell elliptical cavity are not ex-
actly same as fields in the pillbox cavity, the pillbox nomenclature is usually used
for mode identification. The mode polarization and phase advance per cell are
also used for mode identification. A 7-cell cavity can be modeled by seven coupled
harmonic oscillators. The phase advance is ideally a multiple of pi/7 for a 7-cell
standing wave pattern, and seven modes with different phase advances exist for a
resonant mode [13].
2.3 Figures of Merit
Several figures of merit characterizing RF cavities are briefly described for
the future description of the bream breakup instability.
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1. Accelerating voltage and accelerating field:
The accelerating voltage is defined as
Vacc =
∣∣∣∣1q ×maximum energy gain possible during transit of the cavity
∣∣∣∣ ,
where q is the charge of a particle. The acceleration voltage is directly
given by integrating the electric field along the beam. The accelerating field
is defined by the accelerating voltage divided by a reference length. It is
usually expressed in units of accelerating voltage per meter.
2. Quality factor, Q0:
The Q0 value of a cavity is a measure of the sharpness of response to an
external excitation. It is defined as the ratio of the energy stored in the
cavity to the energy dissipated on cavity walls per radian:
Q0 =
Energy stored in cavity
Energy dissipated during one radian
= ω
U
Pwall
, (2.13)
where ω is a resonant frequency, U is an energy stored in the cavity, and
Pwall is a power dissipation by the ohmic heating of cavity walls.
3. Loaded quality factor, QL:
For a cavity whose RF power source is turned off, the stored energy evolves
as
dU
dt
= −Ptot, (2.14)
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where Ptot is the total power dissipated due to cavity couplers in addition
to cavity walls. Analogous to Q0, the loaded QL is defined as
QL = ω
U
Ptot
. (2.15)
The loaded quality factor takes into account the total power loss due to leaks
in the cavity couplers in addition to the ohmic heating of cavity walls. The
QL indicates how many oscillations it will take for the mode to dissipate its
stored energy. The stored energy satisfies the equation:
U(t) = U0e
− ωQL t, (2.16)
where U0 is the stored energy at t = 0.
4. Shunt impedance, Rsh:
The shunt impedance is a quantity used to characterize losses in a cavity
and is defined as
Rsh =
V 2acc
Pwall
. (2.17)
It measures the efficiency of the accelerating voltage for a given dissipation.
Ideally one wants the shunt impedance to be large for the accelerating mode
so that the dissipated power is minimized.
As a brief aside, note that in circuit theory one uses
Rsh =
V 2acc
2Pwall
,
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and a definition for linacs is
Rsh =
V 2acc
P ′wall
,
where P ′wall is the power dissipated per unit length. The linac shunt impedance
is in ohms per meter [14].
5. Impedance, R/Q:
Taking the ratio of Equation 2.17 and Equation 2.13 results in another useful
figure of merit,
R
Q
≡ Rsh
Q0
=
V 2acc
ωU
. (2.18)
The R/Q is independent of the surface resistance and the cavity size but
depends solely on the geometry of the cavity. It is a measure of the efficiency
of the accelerating voltage for a given stored energy.
Dipole modes deflect a beam in the transverse direction. Analogous to
Equation 2.18, the R/Q of dipole mode can be written as
R
Q
=
V 2⊥
ωU
, (2.19)
where V⊥ is the effective deflecting voltage experienced by a charged particle
while passing through the cavity. The R/Q of a mode indicates the extent
of HOM excitation by charges passing through the cavity. In that sense, it
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measures the strength of the coupling between the mode and beam. One
of the goals of cavity design is to maximize the impedance R/Q for the
accelerating mode to minimize the power dissipation while minimizing the
impedance R/Q of higher order modes.
2.3.1 HOM Nomenclature and HOM Coupler
An HOM coupler is a waveguide which absorbs HOM energy, thereby low-
ering V⊥ and the loaded quality factor of HOMs. If not sufficiently damped, the
HOM may cause beam instabilities such as multipass beam breakup.
Fig. 2.4: 7-cell cavity model for the 12 GeV Upgrade (right). The transparent
view of the HOM couplers (left). They are oriented 120 degrees with respect to
each other. (Picture from [13]).
2.3.2 Transfer Matrix
At any specified position in a system, a charged particle is presented by a
vector (single column matrix), and the transfer matrix M maps a particle vector
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from a starting point to a new point:
x
θx
y
θy
z
δ

= M

x0
θx,0
y0
θy,0
z0
δ0

, (2.20)
where the definitions of the particle vector elements are:
x : the horizontal displacement of the particle from the nominal trajectory
θx : the angle of the particle in the horizontal plane from the nominal trajectory
y : the vertical displacement of the particle from the nominal trajectory
θy : the angle of the particle in the vertical plane from the nominal trajectory
z : the path length difference in the longitudinal direction between the particle
and the nominal trajectory
δ ≡ ∆p/p : the fractional momentum deviation of the particle from the nominal
momentum.
The transfer matrix element, Mij, will be referred through out this thesis.
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Fig. 2.5: Schematic of a test and source charge in a cavity. The test charge, q,
follows the source charge, q′. Particles travel from left to right.
2.4 BBU Theory
2.4.1 Wakefield and Wake Function
The following discussion will focus on the transverse wakefield and its de-
scription in terms of the transverse HOMs in cavities. Figure 2.5 shows the con-
figuration of this analysis where beam motion in the x plane will be considered.
A source charge, q′, at &r′ = (x′, y′, z′) creates a wakefield in a cavity, and a test
charge, q, at &r = (x, y, z) follows at a distance cτ behind the source. Here c is
the speed of light, and τ is the time delay of the test charge, q, relative to the
source charge, q′ in the lab frame. The test charge experiences the Lorentz force
from the wakefield of the source charge. The transverse momentum kick and the
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wakefield are related as
dpx
dt
= c
dpx
dz
= q
(
Ex(&r,
z
c
+ τ ; d)− cBy(&r, z
c
+ τ ; d)
)
. (2.21)
Here the charges are assumed to be ultrarelativistic. The transverse momentum
change is
∆px =
q
c
∫ (
Ex(&r,
z
c
+ τ ; d)− cBy(&r, z
c
+ τ ; d)
)
dz
≡ q
c
V, (2.22)
where the integration is performed over the cavity structure, and an effective
deflecting voltage, V , is defined as
V (τ, d) ≡
∫ (
Ex(&r,
z
c
+ τ ; d)− cBy(&r, z
c
+ τ ; d)
)
dz. (2.23)
The transverse wake function is defined as the integrated wakefields seen
by the test particle, q, traveling behind the source particle, divided by the source
charge, q′, and its off-axis displacement, d [15,16]:
W(τ) ≡ 1
q′d
∫ (
Ez(&r,
z
c
+ τ ; d)− cBy(&r, z
c
+ τ ; d)
)
dz (2.24)
=
1
q′d
V (τ, d). (2.25)
The wake function describes the total transverse momentum change, ∆px, im-
parted to the test particle, q, due to the wakefield of the source particle, q′, at
time, τ , after the HOM was excited.
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For one source particle, q′, the deflecting voltage and the wake function are
simply related by
V (τ) = W (τ)q′d. (2.26)
Consider the excitation of an HOM in a cavity by a beam current, I(t′),
passing at transverse position, d(t′), off axis. A charge passing the cavity at time,
t, experiences a deflecting voltage of
V (t) =
∫ t
−∞
W (t− t′)d(t′)I(t′)dt′. (2.27)
It is useful to express the wake function in terms of HOM parameters by
using the definition given by Equation 2.25. The wake function is in the form of
a damped harmonic oscillation [6,16]:
Wλ(τ) =
(R/Q)λkλωλ
2
e
− ωλ2Qλ τ sin (ωλτ), (2.28)
where ωλ and kλ are the frequency and wave number of the HOM denoted by
the subscript λ. The impedance (R/Q)λ is a purely geometric property of the
cavity. This quantity describes the strength of the excitation of HOMs due to the
passage of a charge. The quantity Qλ is the loaded quality factor for the HOM
which determines the time it takes for the HOM excitation to decay after the
passage of a particle. In a superconducting cavity, the peaks tend to be fairly
narrow and isolated so that the complete wake function that describes all the
HOMs in the cavity is approximated as a summation over all the HOMs in the
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cavity [17]:
W (τ) =
∑
λ
Wλ(τ). (2.29)
Using the concepts of wakefield and wake function, a theoretical description
for multipass beam breakup will be discussed in the next section.
2.5 Derivation of the BBU Threshold Current
Fig. 2.6: Schematic of a single cavity with 2-pass beam. The beam enters on axis
from the left and experiences a transverse kick, θ = ∆px/p, by an HOM. Then the
beam recirculates along the return path with momentum p and enters the cavity
again with a transverse displacement x off axis.
Figure 2.6 describes a simple model for BBU, which has one cavity with an
HOM for 2-pass beam. Assume that an HOM exists in the cavity and a particle
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is injected on the central axis. The particle does not excite the HOM on its first
pass through the cavity, but the HOM exerts a transverse kick, which deflects
the particle. On the second crossing of the cavity, the deflected particle has a
transverse offset x(t′) at crossing time t′. If the returned particle increases the
HOM energy, transverse kicks experienced by subsequent particles will be larger,
which will in turn lead to a further growth of the HOM energy.
A particle passing the cavity at time t receives a transverse kick, θ = ∆px/p,
by a deflecting voltage from Equation 2.27 given by
V (t) =
∫ t
−∞
W (t− t′)x(t′) I(t′) dt′. (2.30)
The transverse offset, x′, on the second pass can be written in terms of the angular
deflection of the beam at the exit of the cavity on the first pass as
x(t′) =M12 θ(t′ − Tr), (2.31)
where Tr is the recirculation time to travel from a point in the cavity on the first
pass to the same point on the second pass. M12 is the transfer matrix elements in
Equation 2.20, and θ(t′ − Tr) is the angular deflection of the beam at the exit of
the cavity on the first pass given by
θ(t′ − Tr) = px(t
′ − Tr)
p
. (2.32)
Recalling Equation 2.22, px(t′ − Tr) can be expressed by a deflecting voltage as
px(t
′ − Tr) = e
c
V (t′ − Tr), (2.33)
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where e is the electron charge. Combining Equations 2.32 and 2.33 with Equa-
tion 2.31 yields
x(t′) =M12
e
pc
V (t′ − Tr). (2.34)
Substituting Equation 2.34 into Equation 2.30 results in an integral equation for
the deflecting voltage:
V (t) =
eM12
pc
∫ t
−∞
W (t− t′)I(t′ − Tr)V (t′ − Tr) dt′. (2.35)
Assuming that the current is a continuous stream of short pulses being
injected at multiples of a time interval, tb, between particles, the current on the
second pass is given by
I(t′) = I0 tb
∞∑
n=−∞
δ(t′ − ntb), (2.36)
where I0 is the average beam current.
The solution for the wake potential is assumed to be of the form
V (t) = V0e
−iΩt. (2.37)
Inserting Equations 2.28, 2.36, and 2.37 into Equation 2.35 yields
V0 e
−iΩt = K V0
∞∑
n=−∞
∫ t
−∞
e
−ωλ(t−t′)2Qλ sin (ωλ(t− t′)) δ(t′ − Tr − ntb) e−iΩ(t′−Tr) dt′,
(2.38)
where
K ≡ eI0tb(R/Q)λkλωλM12
2pc
. (2.39)
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Integrating over the delta function yields
e−iΩt =
K
2i
e
−ωλ(t−Tr)2Qλ
np∑
n=−∞
(
eiωλ(t−Tr)en
{
ωλ
2Qλ
−i(Ω+ωλ)
}
tb − e−iωλ(t−Tr)en
{
ωλ
2Qλ
−i(Ω−ωλ)
}
tb
)
,
(2.40)
where the upper limit of the summation, np, is the number of particles that have
passed through the cavity on the second pass at time t, given by
np =
t− Tr
tb
. (2.41)
The sum in Equation 2.40 takes the form of a geometric series
np∑
n=−∞
enz± =
e(np+1)z±
ez± − 1 , (2.42)
where
z± =
{
ωλ
2Qλ
− i(Ω± ωλ)
}
tb. (2.43)
Substitution of Equation 2.42 into Equation 2.40 and simplification of the results
yield an equation for the complex frequency Ω,
e−iΩTr =
(
eI0tb(R/Q)λkλωλM12
2pc
) (eωλtb2Qλ e−iΩtb) sin (ωλtb)
1− 2
(
e
ωλtb
2Qλ e−iΩtb
)
cos(ωλtb) +
(
e
ωλtb
2Qλ e−iΩtb
)2 .
(2.44)
For given HOM parameters, the threshold current can be found numerically from
Equation 2.44 by scanning the real value of Ω [18]. In general the current, I0,
turned out to be complex except for a few isolated real frequency values and the
smallest positive, I0, among them is the threshold current for the BBU.
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A perturbative solution to Equation 2.44 can be obtained by introducing an
expansion parameter
ε =
eI0tb(R/Q)λkλωλM12
2pc
. (2.45)
Assuming ε is small, the complex frequency is approximated to first order in ε by
Ω = A0 + A1ε, (2.46)
where A0 and A1 are parameters to be determined. Inserting Equations 2.45 and
2.46 into Equation 2.44 and expanding terms in ε, as well as keeping terms only
to first order, we find
A0 = ±ωλ − i ωλ
2Qλ
(2.47)
A1 = ∓ 1
2tb
eiA0Tr , (2.48)
and
Ω = ±ωλ − i ωλ
2Qλ
∓ 1
2tb
e
i
(
±ωλ−i ωλ2Qλ
)
Trε. (2.49)
The imaginary part of Ω is
Im(Ω) = − ωλ
2Qλ
− 1
2tb
sin (ωλTr)e
ωλ
2Qλ
Tr ε, (2.50)
where Im denotes the imaginary part of complex number. The threshold current,
Ith, is found from the condition, Im(Ω) = 0 at I0 = Ith. Applying this condition,
the formula for the BBU threshold current to first order is [6, 18,19]
Ith = − 2 pc/e
(R/Q)λQλkλ M12 sin (ωTr) e
ωλ
2Qλ
Tr
. (2.51)
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It is notable that the first order formula provides an infinitely large threshold
current value when sin (ωλTr) is close to zero. In such a case, the first order
formula provides an inadequately large threshold current value, and an expansion
in ε to second order is needed. Performing calculations for the expansion of
Ω = A0 + A1ε+ A2ε
2 (2.52)
yields
A2 = ± 1
4tb
(
cot (ωλtb)
2
∓ iTr + 2tb
tb
)
e2iA0Tr , (2.53)
with A0 and A1 defined in Equation 2.47 and 2.48.
Consequently, the second order formula is given by [18]
Ith =
2 (pc/e)
(
sin (ωλTr)±
√
sin2 (ωλTr) + (
2ωλ
Qλ
)∆
)
(
R
Q
)
kλωλM12 e
ωλTr
2Qλ ∆
, (2.54)
where
∆ =
tb
2
{(1− sin (ωλtb)) cos (2ωλTr)− sin (ωλ(2Tr + tb))}+Tr cos2 (ωλTr). (2.55)
Note that the first order formula can be obtained from the second order
formula when sin2 (ωλTr)( 2ωλ∆/Qλ, which clearly shows the validity of Equa-
tion 2.54. Figure 2.7 compares first and second order solutions for the threshold
currents. The second order solution describes when sin (ωλTr) is close to zero, but
it still does not cover the full frequency range. A numerical calculation is needed
for the frequency range where the analytical formulae fail to give a physically
meaningful solution.
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Fig. 2.7: First and second order solutions for BBU threshold current. The graph
describes the threshold current behavior around 2893 MHz as an example. The
blue (dashed) line represents first order solution (Equation 2.51), and the red
(solid) line second order solution (Equation 2.54).
2.6 Longitudinal BBU
In the optics for the 12 GeV Upgrade accelerator, the higher pass arcs are
particularly intended to operate with non-zero isochronicity, which means that
the time of flight is not equal for all particles. Because of this choice, it is possible
that multipass BBU in longitudinal HOMs could cause instability. A simple model
of longitudinal BBU instability which can be solved analytically is described in
this section [20]. An analytical calculation for the 12 GeV Upgrade accelerator is
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performed at the end of this section, which concludes that the longitudinal BBU
is not a concern for the 12 GeV Upgrade.
Consider a series of particles passing through a simplest multipass config-
uration: two pass recirculation linac containing a single cavity with one HOM.
Suppose there is an initial excitation of a longitudinal HOM. Let a series of equally
spaced particles enter the cavity on the first pass. On exiting the cavity, the lon-
gitudinal HOM modulates the energy of the particles. If the recirculation optics is
not isochronous, the transit time of particles depends on the energy modulation.
The variation in the transit time appears as a spacing modulation.
On the second crossing of the cavity, the modulated current can enhance the
excitation of the HOM which created the energy modulation on the previous pass.
A feedback loop is formed which is analogous to that which generates transverse
beam breakup. The threshold condition for instability is met when an excitation
produces, through the induced current, a self-enhancement which matches the
original cavity excitation. A significant difference of the longitudinal BBU from
the transverse one is the saturation behavior of an HOM excitation [20].
2.6.1 Longitudinal Wakefield
A test charge follows the exciting charge, q′, with a time delay, τ , through
a region of the accelerator. The longitudinal wake function for the region, Wl(τ),
is defined to be the energy gain of the unit test charge from the electromagnetic
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field induced by the exciting charge in a region, divided by the exciting charge.
An expression for the longitudinal wake function is
Wl(τ) ≡ 1
q′
∫
region
Ez(&r,
z
c
+ τ) dz, (2.56)
where Ez(z, t) is the longitudinal electric field induced by the exciting particle,
which is assumed to cross z = 0 at t = 0.
Similar to the transverse wake function as Equation 2.28, the longitudinal
wake function can be expressed in terms of HOM parameters [6, 16],
Wl(τ) =
(R/Q)λωλ
2
e
− ωλ2Qλ τ cos (ωλτ), (2.57)
where ωλ is the HOM frequency, and the subscript, λ, serves as an index for an
HOM.
2.6.2 Longitudinal Impedance
The wake potential at time t is given by
V (t) =
∫ +∞
−∞
Wl(t− t′)I(t′) dt, (2.58)
where
Wl(t− t′) = 0, for t− t′ < 0, (2.59)
and I(t′) is the current at time t′.
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The Fourier transforms of V (t), I(t), and W (t) can be defined as
V˜ (ω) =
∫ +∞
−∞
V (t)eiωt dt (2.60)
I˜(ω) =
∫ +∞
−∞
I(t)eiωt dt (2.61)
Z˜(ω) =
∫ +∞
−∞
W (t)eiωt dt. (2.62)
Applying the convolution theorem to Equation 2.58, the longitudinal wake poten-
tial in the frequency domain can be expressed as
V˜ (ω) = Z˜(ω)I˜(ω). (2.63)
The impedance, Z˜(ω), is independent of the current and only depends on cavity
characteristics. The impedance can be calculated by sending a single particle
through the cavity and then using this impedance to compute wake potentials for
other currents.
Consider a charge, q, passing through a cavity at time, t = 0. The currents
are
I(t) = q δ(t) (2.64)
I˜(ω) = q
∫ +∞
−∞
δ(t)eiωt dt (2.65)
= q. (2.66)
From Equation 2.57, the HOM voltage, V (t), induced by the traversal of this
charge through a cavity is
V (t) =
qωλ(R/Q)λ
2
e
− ωλ2Qλ t cos (ωλt), t > 0. (2.67)
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The Fourier transform of V (t) is
V˜ (ω) = −qωλ(R/Q)λ
4
(
1
iω + iωλ − ωλ2Qλ
+
1
iω − iωλ − ωλ2Qλ
)
. (2.68)
The longitudinal impedance, Z˜(ω), is given by
Z˜(ω) ≡ V˜ (ω)
I˜(ω)
(2.69)
= −ωλ(R/Q)λ
4
(
1
iω + iωλ − ωλ2Qλ
+
1
iω − iωλ − ωλ2Qλ
)
. (2.70)
Applying Equation 2.57 to Equation 2.62 and directly integrating give the same
impedance as Equation 2.70.
2.6.3 Current Spectrum of a Modulated Current
Consider a sequence of particles injected into a two-pass recirculating linac
with a single cavity. The particles of charge q are equally spaced with a time
interval of tb. At a reference point, the current is of the form:
I(t) = q
∞∑
m=−∞
δ(t−mtb). (2.71)
Note that the current is a periodic function with a period, tb =
2pi
ωb
. The Fourier
decomposition coefficient, In, is
In =
1
tb
∫ tb
2
− tb2
I(t) e−inωbtdt
=
1
tb
∫ tb
2
− tb2
q
∞∑
m=−∞
δ(t−mtb)e−inωbt
=
q
tb
. (2.72)
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The Fourier decomposition of the current can be expressed as
I(t) =
q
tb
∞∑
n=−∞
einωbt, (2.73)
and the result implies that a uniform sequence of point charges produces a signal
at all harmonics of the bunching frequency.
Assume that an HOM exists in the cavity at a frequency νωb, where ν is real,
and ωb =
2pi
tb
is a bunching frequency. On the first crossing of the particles through
the cavity, their energy will be modulated at the HOM frequency as sin (νωbt+ φ),
where φ is an arbitrary phase of the perturbation. If the isochronicity of the
recirculation optics is not zero, the recirculation time depends on the particle
energy during the recirculation. The energy modulation will be translated into
the modulation of the arrival time of particles. The modulation of the arrival time
of particle k for the second crossing through the cavity is of the form:
tm = mtb +∆t sin (νωbmtb + φ) + Tr, (2.74)
where Tr is the recirculation time of the particle, and ∆t is the small amplitude
of the perturbation. This modulation generates the current
I(t) = q
∞∑
m=−∞
δ(t−mtb −∆t sin (νωbmtb + φ)− Tr). (2.75)
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The Fourier transform of the current is
I˜(ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
I(t)eiωtdt
= q
∞∑
m=−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
δ(t−mtb −∆t sin (νωbmtb + φ)− Tr) eiωt dt
= q
∞∑
m=−∞
eiωTr eiωmtb eiω∆t sin (2piνm+φ). (2.76)
Applying the identities:
eix sin y =
∞∑
µ=−∞
Jµ(x) e
iµy (2.77)
∞∑
m=−∞
eimtbω = ωb
∞∑
n=−∞
δ(ω − nωb), (2.78)
the current becomes
I˜(ω) = q
∞∑
m=−∞
∞∑
µ=−∞
eiωTr eiωmtb Jµ(ω∆t) e
iµ(2piνm+φ)
= q
∞∑
m=−∞
∞∑
µ=−∞
ei(ωTr+µφ) Jµ(ω∆t) e
imtb(ω+µνωb)
= qω0
∞∑
n=−∞
∞∑
µ=−∞
ei(ωTr+µφ) Jµ(ω∆t) δ(ω + µνωb − nωb). (2.79)
The modulated current by the HOM has been calculated so far in this sec-
tion. In the next section, the HOM voltage induced by this modulated current
will be discussed.
2.6.4 Voltage Induced by a Modulated Current
On the second crossing through the cavity, the modulated current in Equa-
tion 2.79 interacts with the cavity through the impedance in Equation 2.70. It
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will induce a voltage in the frequency domain given by
V˜ (ω) = Z˜(ω)I˜(ω)
= −ωλ(R/Q)λ
4
(
1
iω + iωλ − ωλ2Qλ
+
1
iω − iωλ − ωλ2Qλ
)
×
qω0
∞∑
n=−∞
∞∑
µ=−∞
ei(ωTr+µφ) Jµ(ω∆t) δ(ω − (n− µν)ωb) (2.80)
The Fourier conjugate voltage, V (t), is
V (t) =
1
2pi
∫ +∞
−∞
V˜ (ω)e−iωt dω
= − 1
2pi
∫ +∞
−∞
ωλ(R/Q)λ
4
(
1
iω + iωλ − ωλ2Qλ
+
1
iω − iωλ − ωλ2Qλ
)
×
qω0
∞∑
n=−∞
∞∑
µ=−∞
ei{ω(Tr−t)+µφ} Jµ(ω∆t) δ(ω − (n− µν)ωb) dω
= −I0ωλ(R/Q)λ
4
∞∑
n=−∞
∞∑
µ=−∞
ei{(n−µν)ωb(Tr−t)+µφ}Jµ((n− µν)ωb∆t)×{
1
iωb(n− µν) + iωλ − ωλ2Qλ
+
1
iωb(n− µν)− iωλ − ωλ2Qλ
}
, (2.81)
where I0 ≡ qω2pi is an average beam current.
In the limit of a small coherent modulation of the bunching frequency, the
argument of Jµ((n − µν)ωb∆t) is small. Thus, the lower order terms of Jµ((n −
µν)ωb∆t) contribute significantly. A few low order terms of the Bessel function
are
J0(x) = 1− x
2
4
+
x4
64
− · · · (2.82)
J±1(x) = ±x
2
∓ x
3
16
± x
5
384
∓ · · · (2.83)
J±2(x) =
x2
8
− x
4
96
+
x6
3072
− · · · . (2.84)
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The J0 and J±1 contain a constant and linear terms, and they dominate the
expansion of Jµ((n − µν)ωb∆t). The lowest order term of the J0 expansion in
Equation 2.82, which is a constant, is independent of the amplitude of the mod-
ulation and describes simple energy loss to the HOM. It will not contribute to a
possible instability since it does not provide feedback with respect to the modu-
lation amplitude. The first order term of J±1 in Equation 2.83 provides such a
feedback mechanism. In the following calculations, only the first order term of
J±1 is considered.
From Equation 2.81, the HOM voltage at a particle-crossing time, mtb, is
V (mtb) = −I0ωλ(R/Q)λ
4
∞∑
n=−∞
∞∑
µ=−∞
ei{(n−µν)ωb(Tr−mtb)+µφ}Jµ((n− µν)ωb∆t)×{
1
iωb(n− µν) + iωλ − ωλ2Qλ
+
1
iωb(n− µν)− iωλ − ωλ2Qλ
}
. (2.85)
The main contribution is from the J±1 terms when |(n− µν)ωb∆t|) 1. Keeping
the J1 term yields
VJ1(mtb) = −
I0ωλ(R/Q)λ
4
∞∑
n=−∞
ei{(n−ν)ωb(Tr−mtb)+φ}J1((n− ν)ωb∆t)×{
1
i(n− ν)ωb + iωλ − ωλ2Qλ
+
1
i(n− ν)ωb − iωλ − ωλ2Qλ
}
. (2.86)
For a narrow resonance, one particular term such that |n−ν|ωb ≈ ωλ will dominate
the HOM voltage.
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Similar to the J1 case, keeping the J−1 term gives
VJ−1(mtb) = −
I0ωλ(R/Q)λ
4
∞∑
n=−∞
ei{(n+ν)ωb(Tr−mtb)−φ}J−1((n+ ν)ωb∆t)×{
1
i(n+ ν)ωb + iωλ − ωλ2Qλ
+
1
i(n+ ν)ωb − iωλ − ωλ2Qλ
}
. (2.87)
Using the ± symmetry of the summation index, n, one can replace n with −n.
Utilizing the relations, J−1(x) = −J1(x) and J1(−x) = −J1(x), the above equation
is rewritten as
VJ−1(mtb) = −
I0ωλ(R/Q)λ
4
∞∑
n=−∞
e−i{(n−ν)ωb(Tr−mtb)+φ}J1((n− ν)ωb∆t)×{
1
−i(n− ν)ωb + iωλ − ωλ2Qλ
+
1
−i(n− ν)ωb − iωλ − ωλ2Qλ
}
(2.88)
One can define the tuning angles, ψ+n and ψ
−
n , of the HOM by the relations:
tanψ+n =
ωλ + (n− ν)ωb
ωλ
2Qλ
(2.89)
tanψ−n =
ωλ − (n− ν)ωb
ωλ
2Qλ
. (2.90)
The terms in the cursive bracket in Equations 2.86 and 2.88 can be reexpressed
as
1
i(n− ν)ωb + iωλ − ωλ2Qλ
= −2Qλ
ωλ
1
1− i tanψ+n
= −2Qλ
ωλ
eiψ
+
n cosψ+n (2.91)
1
−i(n− ν)ωb − iωλ − ωλ2Qλ
= −2Qλ
ωλ
1
1 + i tanψ+n
= −2Qλ
ωλ
e−iψ
+
n cosψ+n (2.92)
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1
i(n− ν)ωb − iωλ − ωλ2Qλ
= −2Qλ
ωλ
1
1 + i tanψ−n
= −2Qλ
ωλ
e−iψ
−
n cosψ−n (2.93)
1
−i(n− ν)ωb + iωλ − ωλ2Qλ
= −2Qλ
ωλ
1
1− i tanψ−n
= −2Qλ
ωλ
eiψ
−
n cosψ−n . (2.94)
Rewriting VJ1(mtb) and VJ−1(mtb) using the tuning angles yields
VJ1(mtb) = −
I0ωλ(R/Q)λ
4
∞∑
n=−∞
ei{(n−ν)ωb(Tr−mtb)+φ}J1((n− ν)ωb∆t)×{
−2Qλ
ωλ
eiψ
+
n cosψ+n −
2Qλ
ωλ
e−iψ
−
n cosψ−n
}
=
I0(R/Q)λQλ
2
∞∑
n=−∞
ei{(n−ν)ωb(Tr−mtb)+φ+ψ
+
n }J1((n− ν)ωb∆t) cosψ+n +
I0(R/Q)λQλ
2
∞∑
n=−∞
ei{(n−ν)ωb(Tr−mtb)+φ−ψ
−
n }J1((n− ν)ωb∆t) cosψ−n .
(2.95)
VJ−1(mtb) = −
I0ωλ(R/Q)λ
4
∞∑
n=−∞
e−i{(n−ν)ωb(Tr−mtb)+φ}J1((n− ν)ωb∆t)×{
−2Qλ
ωλ
eiψ
−
n cosψ−n −
2Qλ
ωλ
e−iψ
+
n cosψ+n
}
=
I0(R/Q)λQλ
2
∞∑
n=−∞
e−i{(n−ν)ωb(Tr−mtb)+φ−ψ
−
n }J1((n− ν)ωb∆t) cosψ−n +
I0(R/Q)λQλ
2
∞∑
n=−∞
e−i{(n−ν)ωb(Tr−mtb)+φ+ψ
+
n }J1((n− ν)ωb∆t) cosψ+n .
(2.96)
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The total HOM voltage is
V (mtb) = VJ1(mtb) + VJ−1(mtb)
= I0
(
R
Q
)
λ
Qλ
∞∑
n=−∞
J1((n− ν)ωb∆t) cosψ+n ×
cos
[
(n− ν)ωb(Tr −mtb) + φ+ ψ+n
]
+
I0
(
R
Q
)
λ
Qλ
∞∑
n=−∞
J1((n− ν)ωb∆t) cosψ−n ×
cos
[
(n− ν)ωb(Tr −mtb) + φ− ψ−n
]
.
(2.97)
For a narrow resonance, one particular term such that |n − ν|ωb ≈ ωλ will
dominate the HOM voltage.
If (n− ν)ωb ≈ ωλ, from Equation 2.89,
tanψ+n ≈
2ωλ
ωλ
2Q
= 4Qλ ( 1, (2.98)
which means
cosψ+n ≈ 0, (2.99)
and from Equation 2.90,
tanψ−n =
ωλ−(n−ν)ωb
ωλ
ωλ
ωλ
2Qλ
= 2$Qλ ) 1, (2.100)
where $ ≡ (n−ν)ωb−ωλωλ = ∆ωλωλ ) 1, which infers
cosψ−n ≈ 1. (2.101)
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If (n− ν)ωb ≈ −ωλ, in the same way as the case of (n− ν)ωb ≈ ωλ,
cosψ+n ≈ 1 (2.102)
cosψ−n ≈ 0. (2.103)
Therefore, only one tuning angle term, cos ψ+n or cosψ
−
n , in Equation 2.97 domi-
nates the HOM voltage for either case of (n− ν)ωb ≈ ωλ or (n− ν)ωb ≈ −ωλ. To
represent the two cases in one equation, redefine the tuning angle as ψn ≡ +ψ+n
or ψn ≡ −ψ−n . Using the approximation, J1(x) = x2 , for small x and keeping the
dominant term with a tuning angle ψn, the HOM voltage can be written as
V (mtb) =
1
2
I0
(
R
Q
)
λ
Qλ (n− ν)ωb∆t cosψn cos [(n− ν)ωb(Tr −mtb) + φ+ ψn]
(2.104)
Up to now, the HOM voltage induced by the modulated particles on the
second pass is obtained. In the next section, threshold current will be obtained
using this induced HOM voltage.
2.6.5 Analysis of Longitudinal Multipass BBU
The slip factor, η, which relates the recirculation time and particle energy,
can be defined by the relation:
∆T = ηTr
∆E
E
, (2.105)
where ∆T is the time offset due to the energy offset, ∆E. First-pass energy is
denoted by E, and the recirculation time of on-energy particle is Tr. The HOM
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voltage modulates particle energy as sin (νωbt+ φ) on the first crossing through
the cavity, where φ is an arbitrary phase of the perturbation. Through η, the
energy modulation causes a modulation of the arrival time of particle m at the
second crossing of the cavity in the form of
tm = mtb +∆t sin(νωbmtb + φ) + Tr. (2.106)
Therefore, the initial perturbation is given by
∆Tperturb = ∆t sin (νωbmtb + φ). (2.107)
This perturbed current induces an HOM voltage according to Equation 2.104
at the second crossing of the cavity. The induced HOM voltage can modulate the
recirculating time according to Equation 2.105:
∆Tinduced = ηTr
∆E
E
(2.108)
= ηTr
eV (mtb)
E
(2.109)
=
ηTr
E
e
2
I0
(
R
Q
)
λ
Qλ (n− ν)ωb∆t cosψn ×
cos [(n− ν)ωb(Tr −mtb) + φ+ ψn] . (2.110)
The initial perturbation, ∆Tperturb, generates ∆Tinduced. If ∆Tperturb generates the
same amount of the time perturbation as ∆Tinduced, the HOM voltage can stay in
steady state. The condition for the self-generating modulation is
∆Tperturb = ∆Tinduced. (2.111)
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The amplitude of the two time modulations satisfy the relation
∣∣∣∣ηTrE e2I0
(
R
Q
)
λ
Qλ (n− ν)ωb cosψn
∣∣∣∣ = 1. (2.112)
Solving the equation for the beam current produces
I0 =
2E
eηTr(R/Q)λQλ |(n− ν)ωb cosψn| . (2.113)
From recalling Equations 2.99, 2.101, 2.102, and 2.103, a worst case es-
timation of the threshold current can is obtained under the assumption that
|(n− ν)ωb| = ωλ and | cosψn| = 1.
The sinusoidal functions in Equations 2.107 and 2.110 should also satisfy
the relation for a coherent motion:
sin (νωbmtb + φ) = ± cos [(n− ν)ωb(Tr −mtb) + φ+ ψn], (2.114)
where the ± sign depends on the sign of (n− ν)ωb cosψn.
From Equation 2.113 under the worst case condition, the minimum threshold
current is given by
Ith =
2E
eηTr(R/Q)λQλωλ
. (2.115)
The slip factor can be expressed in terms of the transfer matrix element, M56:
η ≡
∆T
Tr
∆E
E
+ M56
L
, (2.116)
where L is the one-pass length, andM56 maps the momentum deviation,
∆p
p , to the
longitudinal displacement, z = M56
∆p
p as defined in Equation 2.20. Substituting
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this relation in Equation 2.115, the minimum threshold current is given by
Ith =
2EL
eTr(R/Q)λQλωλM56
. (2.117)
Using LTr ≈ c, the threshold current can be rewritten in a similar form to the
threshold current of the transverse BBU as Equation 2.51 :
Ith =
2E
e(R/Q)λ Qλ kλM56
(2.118)
To verify the analytic threshold formula, computer simulations have been
performed earlier [20,21], and the results agree well with the theoretical prediction.
As the beam current is varied, the HOM excitation (stored energy) exhibits clear
threshold behavior as shown in Figure 2.8. Above the threshold, the level of
excitation shows a saturation behavior which distinguishes the longitudinal beam
breakup from the transverse one.
Fig. 2.8: Threshold behavior for longitudinal multipass beam breakup. (Picture
from [21]).
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Parameter Value Unit
E 600 MeV
ωλ 2pi× 1900 MHz
M56 0.5 m
Ith 400 µA
Table 2.2: Parameters for the longitudinal HOM damping requirement calcula-
tion.
2.6.6 Damping Requirements for Longitudinal BBU
In the optics for the 12 GeV accelerator, it is intended that the arcs, par-
ticularly the higher arcs, are run in a mode where there is non-zero isochronicity.
Because of this choice, it is possible that the longitudinal BBU instability could
be problematic. This section presents numerical calculations for a longitudinal
HOM damping requirement.
From Equation 2.118, the impedance requirement can be calculated as(
R
Q
)
λ
Qλ ≤ 2E
e kλM56Ith
. (2.119)
Using the parameters in Table 2.2, the impedance for a two pass beam should be(
R
Q
)
λ
Qλ ≤ 1.5× 1011. (2.120)
One can judge the significance of the longitudinal BBU by comparing the
damping requirement for the longitudinal and transverse BBU. From Equation 2.51,
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the damping requirement for the transverse BBU is
(
R
Q
)
λ
Qλ ≤ − 2 pc/e
kλM12Ith sin (ωλTr)
. (2.121)
Substituting M12 ≈ 10 m, pc ≈ 600 MeV, sin (ωλTr) = −1, and the parameters in
Table 2.2 into Equation 2.121 yields
(
R
Q
)
λ
Qλ ≤ 7.5× 109. (2.122)
Even though the parameters for transverse BBU are very conservative, the
longitudinal impedance damping requirement is much greater than the transverse
one. Therefore, the longitudinal BBU is not a concern in the 12 GeV accelerator
as long as the the longitudinal impedances have the same order of magnitude as
the transverse impedances.
Chapter 3
Computer Simulations of Beam Breakup Instability
3.1 Simulation Codes
Even though the analytical expression in Equation 2.51 of the threshold
current for a cavity containing a single HOM is helpful to study simple cases and
understanding the parametric dependence of the threshold current, computer sim-
ulation codes are required to investigate BBU for beams with more than 2 passes
and with many cavities containing many HOMs per cavity. Two FORTRAN sim-
ulation codes , TDBBU and MATBBU, were developed at Jefferson Lab [22–24],
and they were used extensively for BBU studies.
3.1.1 TDBBU
TDBBU is based on a particle tracking algorithm. Particles propagate
through beamline elements by iterations of one RF period. In one iteration,
TDBBU moves a particle to the next beamline element and updates HOM exci-
tation levels in all cavities based on the transverse position of the particles entering
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the cavities. To pass a particle to the next element, TDBBU uses the transfer
matrix method, which multiplies the coordinates of the entering particle by the
linear transfer matrix of the element. The result is the injection coordinates of
the particle in the next element [22]. The output of TDBBU is transverse coordi-
nates at a beamline element, which is specified as an input parameter. The BBU
threshold current can be determined by observing the transverse position behav-
ior in time. At the onset of BBU instability, the transverse position increases
exponentially when it observed at a certain point with respect to particle number
or time, as shown in Figure 3.1.
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]
Fig. 3.1: Example of TDBBU output. The transverse beam position (y axis) is
observed at the end of the CEBAF beamline with respect to the particle number
(x axis). The transverse displacement increases exponentially, which means BBU
instability is present.
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3.1.2 MATBBU
MATBBU calculates the threshold current numerically using Equation 2.44.
For a given positive current, I0, the values of Ω in Equation 2.37 are in general
complex. If Ω has a negative imaginary part, it produces an exponential decay
component. Then, the voltage decreases exponentially, and the beam is stable.
When Ω has a positive imaginary part, the beam is unstable because of an ex-
ponentially increasing component. If Ω is real, the voltage is a constant and the
beam is in a steady state, which is a threshold condition [3].
Numerical solutions can be found by determining the current, I0, while
scanning real Ω. MATBBU sweeps the real value of Ω and computes I0, which
is complex in general. Figure 3.2 shows the output of MATBBU in a complex
current plane. The intersection with the real axis which has the smallest positive
value yields the threshold current [23,24].
3.2 Implementation of the RF Focusing Effect in TDBBU
3.2.1 RF Cavity Model in TDBBU
The RF focusing effect is important in understanding beam dynamics in low
energy transport such as electron guns and low energy portions of linacs. TDBBU
did not have this RF focusing feature. It adopted the same accelerating cavity
model as the model in a computer simulation program, TRANSPORT [25], which
considers the adiabatic damping effect, but not the RF focusing effect. It treats an
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(a) Example of output from MATBBU for
HOM damping requirement study.
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(b) Zoomed in view of the dashed red rect-
angle in the left figure.
Fig. 3.2: Complex current output from MATBBU showing the results of scanning
a real value of Ω in Equation 2.44. The lowest positive current intersecting the
real current axis is the threshold current.
RF cavity as a simple accelerating section with constant energy gain throughout
the RF cavity. For ultra-relativistic particles (βc ∼= c), this transfer matrix is x
θ
 =
 1 L γi∆γ cos (∆φ) ln
(
1 + ∆γ cos (∆φ)γi
)
0 γiγi+∆γ cos (∆φ)

 x0
θ0
 , (3.1)
where L is the length of the cavity, γi is the Lorentz factor at the entrance of the
cavity, ∆γ is the difference in Lorentz factors between the entrance and exit of the
cavity, ∆φ is the phase of the particle with respect to the maximum acceleration
phase, x is the transverse position, and θ ≡ px/p is the particle angle [25].
An accelerator computer simulation program, elegant [26], calculated beam-
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line optics for the BBU study. elegant can include the Rosenzweig-Serafini (R-S)
model for the RF focusing as described in the next section. I implemented the
R-S model in TDBBU to use the RF focusing algorithm in TDBBU and elegant
for this thesis work.
3.2.2 Rosenzweig-Serafini Model
In a cylindrically symmetric and spatially periodic RF cavity, the acceler-
ating RF electric field, Ez, induces fields in the radial and azimuthal directions.
These induced fields generate a force in the radial direction, given by
Fr ∼= −qr
2
d
dz
Ez, (3.2)
where q is the charge of the particle, and r is the radial coordinate [27, 28]. The
R-S model combines the focusing effects from this radial force and end-focusing
effects due to the fringe fields at the entrance and exit of the cavity. These effects
can be incorporated into a single transfer matrix for an RF cavity of arbitrary
modes [29]. For a pure pi mode cavity, this model simplifies to the Chambers
model [30], and the transfer matrix is cosα−
√
2 cos (∆φ) sinα
√
8γiγ′ cos (∆φ) sinα
− γ′γf
(
cos (∆φ)√
2
+ 1√
8 cos (∆φ)
)
sinα γiγf
(
cosα+
√
2 cos (∆φ) sinα
)
 , (3.3)
where α ≡ 1√
8 cos (∆φ)
ln
(
γf
γi
)
, γf is the Lorentz factor at the exit of the cavity.
γ′ ≡ qE0 cos(∆φ)mc2 is the normalized energy gradient averaged over the RF structure,
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where E0 is defined as the average accelerating field experienced by a particle
injected at the phase which gives maximal acceleration [29].
I implemented the RF focusing feature in TDBBU using the R-S model.
The RF focusing effect gives recognizable influence on the beam dynamics at the
beginning of the first pass in CEBAF machine [31]. Incorporation of the RF
focusing makes BBU simulations match more closely with experimental results.
The RF focusing effect was also applied to the simulation for the 12 GeV
injector prototype design, where beam energy is very low. Section 3.4 will describe
TDBBU simulation results when the RF focusing effect is present.
3.3 Simulations of Multipass BBU
3.3.1 Simulations for the 12 GeV CEBAF Upgrade
In this section, BBU simulation studies to determine the HOM damping
requirement of the new 7-cell cavity will be described.
3.3.1.1 The 12 GeV Upgrade with Standard 4 GeV Arc Optics
Previously, a BBU simulation study was carried out to determine the damp-
ing requirements of the new 7-cell cavities for a CEBAF machine with an arc
transport design similar to the 4 GeV standard arc optics [32]. Table 3.1 lists
dipole mode characteristics of the new 7-cell cavity prototype which were used for
simulations.
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Assumptions and parameters for the simulations are as follows. The injec-
tion energy is 123 MeV. The cavity gradient is 7.5 MV/m for all 5-cell cavities
in the 40 old cryomodules; the cavity gradient is 17.5 MV/m for all 7-cell cavi-
ties in the 10 additional new cryomudules. The HOMs in the 5-cell cavities are
sufficiently damped not to cause BBU. The quadrupoles in the linacs are set to
the 120◦ phase advance per period as the original 4 GeV accelerator. The total
recirculation path lengths are 6310, 6310, 6301, and 6298 RF wavelengths for the
1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th passes, respectively. These approximations and assump-
tions should still be closely representative of a machine which is dominated by a
single HOM in the cavities.
Figure 3.3 shows the threshold current distribution. The simulation study
revealed the HOMs of new 7-cell cavity should be damped to QL values less than
7.51× 106 for 1874 MHz and less than QL = 6.2× 108/(RQ) for all other modes as
listed in Table 3.1. The HOM damping requirements were obtained for a beam
current of 300 µA, which is greater than the maximum designed beam current of
80 µA for the 12 GeV Upgrade.
An HOM damping requirement study for a 6 GeV operation at the 12 GeV
Upgrade accelerator was also performed [32]. The results revealed that a 6 GeV
operation up to 200 µA is stable if the HOMs meet the damping requirements for
the 12 GeV operation in the Table 3.1.
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Fig. 3.3: BBU simulation result using the 4 GeV standard arc optics for the 1874
MHz dipole mode with QL = 1 × 107. The 1874 MHz mode was excited in each
cavity and the frequencies were randomly distributed with the full width of 1 MHz.
By this method, 500 samples with different HOMs were made. The 500 samples
provided adequate statistics for the given amount of computing time. Note that
the minimum threshold current is 0.231 mA for QL = 1 × 107. (Histogram from
[32]).
3.3.1.2 The 12 GeV Upgrade with DBA Arc Optics
In the 12 GeV Upgrade using the 4 GeV standard arc optics, the emittance
and energy spread increase significantly due to synchrotron radiation in the arcs.
As an alternative proposal, a double bend achromat (DBA) arc optics for the
12 GeV Upgrade was developed by Alex Bogacz [33]. This section will compare
the BBU threshold currents for the 12 GeV Upgrade using the DBA arc optics
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f [MHz] R/Q [Ω] QL f [MHz] R/Q [Ω] QL
1724.152 0.22 2.87× 109 1746.066 0.06 1.03× 1010
1780.721 3.76 1.65× 108 1825.357 1.91 3.25× 108
1874.220 82.55 7.51×106 1928.851 62.03 1.00× 107
1995.611 3.04 2.04× 108 2004.930 16.27 3.81× 107
2073.533 1.96 3.16× 108 2094.526 29.29 2.12× 107
2110.941 27.53 2.25×107 2115.194 1.30 4.76× 108
2118.917 4.48 1.39× 108 2119.273 0.53 1.18× 109
Table 3.1: Dipole modes of 7-cell cavity prototype. The QL values are the
maximum allowed values acquired by BBU simulation studies.
and the 4 GeV standard arc optics in order to confirm that the HOM damping
requirement still valid for CEBAF using the DBA arc optics.
The same assumptions and approximations in the previous section have
been applied to the simulations for the 12 GeV Upgrade with DBA arc optics.
The two highest impedance modes, 1874 MHz in TE111 and 2111 MHz in TM110
modes (bold face in Table 3.1), are considered in this simulation. The 7-cell cavity
cryomodules are located at the 21st through 25th slots in the North Linac and
21st through 25th slots in the South Linac. Only the 7-cell cavities are excited
with an HOM in each threshold calculation while the other cavities give energy
gains without the excitation of HOMs. The total recirculation path lengths are
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6554, 6549, 6547, and 6546 RF wavelengths for the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th passes
of the CEBAF accelerator, respectively.
The simulation results revealed that the lowest threshold current was 0.219
mA for 1874 MHz modes with QL = 1×107, as shown in Figure 3.4. The threshold
Fig. 3.4: BBU simulation result using DBA arc optics for the 1874 MHz dipole
mode with QL = 1 × 107. The 1874 MHz mode was excited in each cavity and
the frequencies were randomly distributed with the full width of 1 MHz. By
this method, 500 samples with different HOMs distribution were made. The
horizontal axis is the BBU threshold current in mA, and the vertical axis is the
number of occurrences. Note that the minimum threshold current is 0.219 mA for
QL = 1× 107.
current for the DBA optics was found to be 219 µA for QL = 1× 107, compared
to 231 µA for the previous 4 GeV optics. The threshold current decreased by
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approximately 5.2%.
The dependence of the BBU threshold current on QL value was investigated.
Using the dependence study, one can scale the threshold current according to QL
values. The cavities located in the 21st cryomodule were excited with only the
1874 MHz mode, and the QL value was varied from 1 × 103 to 1 × 108. The
results of the study in Table 3.2 shows that the BBU threshold current is inversely
proportional to QL when QL > 1 × 106. Therefore, the threshold current can be
QL 1×103 1×104 1×105 1×106 1×107 1×108
Threshold current [mA] 1454.5 268.3 50.5 5.7 0.57 0.057
Table 3.2: Dependence of the threshold current on QL value.
scaled with the QL value when QL > 1 × 106. In the 12 GeV Upgrade using the
DBA arc optics, the HOM damping requirement for 1874 MHz is QL < 7.12×106.
The other HOMs damping requirements also can be scaled down by 5.2% of the
QL values in Table 3.1.
It is notable that, for the BBU simulation analysis, a large number of HOM
samples by the variation of an HOM frequency are needed to obtain a sufficient
statistical certainty. Small numbers of HOM samples could give premature re-
sults because the threshold current changes very rapidly with respect to an HOM
frequency.
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3.3.2 Two 6 GeV Setups at the 12 GeV Upgrade Accelerator
The study of BBU threshold current for a 6 GeV beam in the 12 GeV
accelerator was performed because nuclear physicists may still require a 6 GeV
beam after the accelerator has been upgraded to 12 GeV. Three beamline setups
were considered in this work: 3-pass, 6.6 GeV; 5-pass, 6.6 GeV; 5-pass, 11 GeV.
Only the 1874 MHz mode in Table 3.1 was excited in the 7-cell cavities.
The three energy setups are described in the following sections. For com-
parison, note that the 12 GeV nominal setup is the 5-pass, 11 GeV setup, and
each linac has a 1.1 GeV energy gain; the 3-pass, 6.6 GeV setup also has a 1.1
GeV energy gain per linac; the 5-pass, 4 GeV setup has a 0.4 GeV energy gain in
each linac.
3.3.2.1 3-pass, 6.6 GeV Setup
In the 3-pass, 6.6 GeV setup, the linacs have a gradient of 1.1 GeV/linac,
which is the nominal energy gain of the 12 GeV setup. Three passes with the
energy gain of 1.1 GeV/linac produce a 6.6 GeV beam:
Energy gain for 3 passes = Energy gain per linac × Number of linacs
6.6 GeV = 1.1 GeV× 6 linacs (3.4)
Since all different pass (or energy) beams should travel through the same
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speaders and recombiners, the injection energy should satisfy the relation [34]:
Injection energy =
9
80
× Energy gain per linac. (3.5)
The injection energy for the 3-pass, 6.6 GeV setup will be 123 MeV, which is an
important parameter for BBU simulations. The minimum threshold current was
found out to be 537 µA, as shown in Figure 3.5.
Fig. 3.5: BBU threshold histogram for the 1874 MHz mode with QL = 1 × 107
using the 3-pass, 6.6 GeV setup. The minimum threshold current is 537 µA.
3.3.2.2 5-pass, 6 GeV Setup
The 60% down version of the 12 GeV setup is the 5-pass, 6.6 GeV setup.
The energy gain in linacs and the injection energy are reduced to 60% of the 12
60
GeV setup values.
Energy gain for 5 passes = Energy gain of 12 GeV nominal setup × 60
100
6.6 GeV = 11 GeV × 60
100
(3.6)
From Equation 3.5, the injection energy for the 5-pass, 6 GeV setup is 73 MeV.
The minimum threshold current is 131 µA, as shown in Figure 3.6.
Fig. 3.6: BBU threshold histogram for the 1874 MHz mode with QL = 1 × 107
using the 5-pass, 6.6 GeV setup. The minimum threshold current is 131 µA.
3.3.2.3 Comparison of Threshold Currents for Three Different Setups
Table 3.3 summarizes the simulation results. The threshold current for the
3-pass, 6.6 GeV setup is approximately four times greater than for the 5-pass,
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6.6 GeV setup. Consider two 5-pass setups: the 5-pass, 6.6 GeV and the 5-
pass, 11 GeV. As the beam energy is reduced from 11 GeV to 6.6 GeV, which
is 60 % reduction, the threshold current and injection energy are also decreased
approximately 60 %. It is notable that the threshold current is proportional to
the injection energy while the pass number is fixed.
3-pass, 6.6 GeV 5-pass, 6.6 GeV 5-pass, 11 GeV
Threshold current 715 µA 174 µA 292µA
Injection energy 123 MeV 73 MeV 123 MeV
Table 3.3: Comparison of threshold currents for three different energy setups.
The threshold currents are scaled with QL = 7.51 × 106 using the simulation
results for QL = 1× 107.
3.3.2.4 Availability of the Maximum Beam Current
The maximum beam current can be limited by the beam dump power.
Beam dump power ≥ Beam current × Beam energy / Electron charge (3.7)
The maximum beam dump power of CEBAF is 1 MW. Applying 6.6 GeV beam
energy and 1 MW beam dump power to the formula yields the maximum avail-
able beam current, 151 µA. This maximum available beam current is lower than
the minimum BBU threshold currents for the two 6.6 GeV setups in Table 3.3.
Therefore, the operation of the maximum beam current, 151 µA, is feasible for
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the two 6.6 GeV setups under the damping requirements in Table 3.1. However,
the 3-pass setup is a better choice than the 5-pass setups because the threshold
current of 715 µA for 3-pass setup is greater than the threshold current of 174 µA
for 5-pass setup.
3.4 Simulations of Cumulative BBU
A cumulative BBU mechanism occurs for a single pass beam in a linac
consisting of a series of cavities. A cumulative BBU effect is particularly serious in
its transient behavior, where the amplitude growth can become very large [10]. In
this section, the simulation study of the transient behavior in an injector prototype
for the 12 GeV Upgrade is illustrated.
3.4.1 Cumulative BBU Instability
The cumulative BBU applies to a single pass beam through a series of cav-
ities. Suppose a beam enters the first cavity with an offset from the central axis.
They excite a dipole HOM, which can cause a subsequent beam to be deflected.
This deflected beam can excite the stronger HOM in the next cavity, and then
the stronger HOM will further deflect the later portions of the beam. The further
deflected beam will excite the HOM in the next cavity even more effectively, and
so on. Ultimately, the beam transverse amplitude may increase to the wall of the
accelerating structure and be lost [10,35]. This beam loss is due to a steady state
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behavior.
In addition to this steady state behavior, another concern is transient be-
havior. Even though the beam behavior eventually reaches a steady state, the
transverse amplitude due to the transient behavior should not be greater than a
physical aperture of a beamline structure. The purpose of this study is to prove
that the transverse amplitude does not increase to the size of a physical aperture
in the new injector for the 12 GeV Upgrade.
3.4.2 Injector for the 12 GeV Upgrade
A new injector for the 12 GeV Upgrade is under development. A preliminary
prototype of the new injector consists of one 7-cell cavity and two single cell
cavities. A simulation study of cumulative BBU for the injector prototype was
performed using TDBBU to determine the damping requirement of dipole HOMs
for the new cavities and the necessity of HOM filters.
Cumulative BBU can be characterized into two parts: the transient be-
havior and the steady state behavior. Since the injector is short, the transverse
displacement at the steady state is not a concern. However, the transverse am-
plitude due to the transient behavior should be smaller than a physical aperture
of the injector beamline. This study proved that the transverse amplitude does
not increase to the size of a physical aperture for the new injector and the HOM
filters are unnecessary [11].
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3.4.3 Numerical Simulations
Figure 3.7 shows the layout of the system considered in this study. It consists
of two single-cell (6.35 cm long) and one 7-cell (70 cm long) superconducting RF
cavities with an energy gain of 351 keV, 198 keV, and 3.87 MeV for the first,
second, and third cavity respectively. Table 3.4 lists the basic parameters of this
study, and Table 3.5 summarizes the HOM information used for simulations.
Fig. 3.7: Schematic of the injector prototype layout.
Initial beam energy 200 keV
Energy gain at 1st cavity 351 keV
Energy gain at 2nd cavity 198 keV
Energy gain at 3rd cavity 3.87 MeV
Beam currents 0.5 mA, 1 mA, 2 mA, 4 mA
Initial offset 0.1 cm, 0.2 cm, 0.5 cm, 1.0 cm
QL 1× 108 ∼ 1× 1012
Table 3.4: Parameters for injector simulations.
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Cavity type f [MHz] R/Q [Ω] Mode f [MHz] R/Q [Ω] Mode
Single cell 2191.022 53.21 TM110 3566.095 3.77 TM111
2597.643 7.94 TE111
1972.051 26.28 TE111 2190.125 71.53 TM110
1973.631 49.74 TE111 2191.228 66.95 TM110
2007.498 56.93 TE111 2206.870 37.26 TM110
7-cell 2007.606 49.29 TE111 2207.985 36.82 TM110
2133.432 12.90 TM110 2884.505 106.36 TM111
2134.560 11.58 TM110 2884.563 107.28 TM111
2168.758 36.42 TM110 2889.306 15.59 TM111
2169.856 35.41 TM110 2889.817 17.49 TM111
Table 3.5: HOM characteristics used for injector simulations.
3.4.4 RF Focusing Effect
As described in Section 3.2, the RF focusing effect was implemented in
TDBBU. Cumulative BBU simulations using TDBBU showed the RF focusing
effect as in Figure 3.8. When there is no RF focusing effect, the transverse position
stays at the initial offset (see Figure 3.8a). When the RF focusing influences the
beam, the centroid of the beam is shifted to the center line (see Figure 3.8b).
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(b) RF focusing active.
Fig. 3.8: Transverse displacement versus particle number for the injector proto-
type design when the RF focusing effect is active and inactive. The transverse
position is observed at the exit of the injector. The transverse initial offset is set
to 1 cm. The beam current is 1 mA, and the QL value is 1 × 1012.
3.4.5 Transient Behavior
3.4.5.1 Dependence on QL Values
To see the dependence of the transient behavior on QL value, the QL value
varies from 1 × 108 to 1× 1012, and other parameters are fixed. As the QL value
increases, the maximum transverse displacement and its build-up time increase
[10, 36], as shown in Figure 3.9 and 3.12. Four example plots for different QL
values in Figure 3.12 show the transient behavior, which is the signature of the
cumulative BBU, eventually becomes stable, and reaches a steady state.
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QL
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0.00001
0.000012
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Fig. 3.9: Dependence of transverse displacement on QL. The beam current is 1
mA with the initial offset of 1 cm.
3.4.5.2 Dependence on Beam Current
The beam current is varied while the other parameters are fixed. The max-
imum transverse displacement has a quadratic dependence on beam current, as
shown in Figure 3.10 and 3.13. This is expected because the energy gain or loss
of a particle is proportional to the square of the particle charge [15,37].
1 2 3 4 Beam current mA
0.00005
0.00010
0.00015
Displacement cm
y 0.0000113 x2
Fig. 3.10: Dependence of transverse displacement on beam current. The initial
offset is 1 cm and QL = 1× 1012.
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3.4.5.3 Dependence on Initial Transverse Offset
Figure 3.11 and 3.14 illustrates the dependance on the beam initial offset.
The initial transverse displacement is varied while the other parameters are fixed.
The maximum displacement is proportional to the initial offset, as expected by
the fact that the level of HOM excitation is proportional to the transverse dis-
placement [15,37].
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 Initial offset cm
2. 10 6
4. 10 6
6. 10 6
8. 10 6
0.00001
Displacement cm
y 0.0000117 x
Fig. 3.11: Dependence of transverse displacement on initial transverse offset.
The beam current is 1 mA and QL = 1× 1012.
3.4.6 Conclusion from Simulations
The simulation results reveal that the RF cavities in the injector prototype
design do not need HOM filters for HOM damping to reduce the transient behavior
amplitude. The transverse amplitude is less than the physical aperture of the
beam line even in an extreme case, such as the transverse initial offset of 1 cm,
the beam current of 4 mA, and QL = 1× 1012.
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(a) QL = 5× 1010.
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(b) QL = 1× 1011.
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(c) Q = 5× 1011.
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(d) Q = 1× 1012.
Fig. 3.12: Transverse displacement versus particle number for different QL val-
ues. The transverse position is observed at the exit of the injector. The beam
current is 1 mA, and the initial offset is 1 cm.
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(a) Beam current = 0.5 mA.
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(b) Beam current = 1 mA.
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(c) Beam current = 2 mA.
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(d) Beam current = 4 mA.
Fig. 3.13: Transverse displacement versus particle number for different beam
currents. The transverse position is monitored at the exit of the injector. The
beam has the initial offset of 1 cm and QL = 1× 1012.
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(a) Initial offset = 0.1 cm.
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(b) Initial offset = 0.2 cm.
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(c) Initial offset = 0.5 cm.
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(d) Initial offset = 1.0 cm.
Fig. 3.14: Transverse displacement versus particle number for different transverse
initial offsets. The transverse position is monitored at the exit of the injector.
Note the y-axis scales are different in each subplot. The beam current is 1 mA
and QL = 1× 1012.
Chapter 4
The BBU Experiment and Measurements
4.1 Overview
The BBU experiment was performed to experimentally investigate BBU
instability and to estimate the BBU threshold current for two operational cry-
omodules for the 12 GeV Upgrade. This experiment consists of a series of RF
measurements with and without beam to characterize HOMs and estimate the
BBU threshold.
A new cryomodule for the 12 GeV Upgrade contains eight new 7-cell RF
cavities. The first two fabrications, named C100-1 and C100-2, were installed at
CEBAF for operational testing, including the BBU experiment. Once the RF
cavities are mounted in a cryogenic vessel and fabricated as a cryomodule, it is
technically difficult to manipulate HOM properties such as the resonant frequency,
ωλ, the impedance, (R/Q)λ, and the loaded quality factor, Qλ. Therefore, before
installing a cryomodule in CEBAF, the HOM characteristics should be carefully
and thoroughly surveyed. With regard to BBU instability, the HOM properties
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are characterized as (R/Q)λQλ kλ in Equation (2.51). The quantity (R/Q)λ is cal-
culated by computer simulation, and the quantities Qλ and kλ =
ωλ
c are measured
using a network analyzer. The HOMs survey process measures Qλ and fλ =
ωλ
2pi
for all HOMs of interest to evaluate their HOM impedances.
The HOM survey for C100-1 and C100-2 was performed in the Cryomod-
ule Test Facility (CMTF) at Jefferson Lab. The survey results showed that the
HOM damping requirements for BBU were satisfied. After the HOM survey in
the CMTF, then the two cryomodules were installed at the end of the South Linac
of CEBAF at the locations named SL24 and SL25. Under various beam condi-
tions, the same measurements as in the CMTF were conducted. Details of the
experimental setups and measurements will be discussed in this chapter.
4.2 RF Measurement: Network Analyzer and Scattering Matrix
A network analyzer (NWA) is one of the most important instruments used
for microwave measurements, and was used extensively for this experiment. An
NWA measures the response of a device under test (DUT) to an applied sinusoidal
input over a range of frequencies. Figure 4.1 shows a schematic illustrating the
RF measurement using an NWA. For a given input to a DUT, the incident wave is
reflected, transmitted, and attenuated or amplified. V1,in and V2,in are the voltages
of incident waves towards port 1 and 2 of the DUT, and V1,out and V2,out are the
voltages of emerging waves out of the two ports of the DUT. The scattering matrix
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Fig. 4.1: Schematic of a network analyzer.
is defined in terms of voltages, easily measured with an NWA [38,39]: V1,out
V2,out
 =
 S11 S12
S21 S22

 V1,in
V2,in
 . (4.1)
The matrix elements, S11, S12, S21, and S22, are referred to as the scattering
parameters or the S-parameters.
The NWA supplies a known voltage to each port. A voltage V1,in is applied
to port 1 of the DUT, and no voltage to port 2. All ports are terminated in
the characteristic impedance of the NWA ports and cables to the DUT, which
guarantees that V2,in = 0. The voltages of the emerging waves out of the ports,
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V1,out and V2,out, are measured: V1,out
V2,out
 =
 S11 S12
S21 S22

 V1,in
0
 , (4.2)
or
S11 =
V1,out
V1,in
and S21 =
V2,out
V1,in
. (4.3)
The parameter S11 is the reflection coefficient, and S21 is the transmission
coefficient when the output port is terminated by the characteristic impedance.
The numbering convention for the S-parameters is that the first number following
the S is the port at which energy emerges, and the second number is the port at
which energy enters. For example, S21 is a measure of the power emerging from
port 2 as a result of applying an RF signal into port 1.
Squaring the S-parameters relates an input and output power to the DUT’s
reflection and transmission behavior:
|S11|2 = Power reflected from port1
Power incident on port 1
(4.4)
|S21|2 = Power emerging from port 2
Power incident on port 1
. (4.5)
The power ratios are usually presented as the logarithmic expression in units of
decibels (dB) such as
S[dB]21 ≡ 10 log |S21|2 (4.6)
= 20 log |S21|. (4.7)
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This measurement of S21 was used to determine the quality factors, Qλ, of the
dipole modes, and the S21 measurement setup was also used for the beam transfer
function measurement in the experimental studies of BBU.
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 are examples of the S21 measurement using an NWA.
It displays S[dB]21 versus the frequency. The transmission coefficient, S
[dB]
21 , be-
comes very large at the frequency of a resonant mode and rapidly decreases as the
frequency deviates from the resonant frequency.
4.3 HOM Survey at CMTF
The first two C100 cryomodules, named C100-1 and C100-2, were surveyed
in the CMTF at Jefferson Lab in June and September, 2011. The survey was to
characterize HOMs and verify conformity to the HOM damping requirement for
the 12 GeV Upgrade. Figure 4.4a shows the experimental setup in the CMTF.
Transmission scattering parameters, S21, were measured through a single cavity
using its own and neighboring HOM ports as illustrated in Figure 4.4b. The
HOM in the cavity was excited directly through port 1 using an HOM coupler.
The HOM signal was then detected through port 2 using another HOM coupler
located at a neighboring cavity. Using a four-port NWA in actual measurements,
four transmission scattering parameters of different configurations were measured
by connecting port A and A′; A and B′; B and A′; B and B′.
Table 4.1 lists the HOM survey ranges. A maximum number of sample
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(a) Full range spectrum between 1850 and 3050 MHz.
(b) TE111 mode spectrum.
Fig. 4.2: Screenshot of HOM measurements in the CMTF. Full spectrum and
TE111 mode for Cavity 6 in C100-1.
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(a) TM110 mode spectrum.
(b) TM111 mode spectrum.
Fig. 4.3: Screenshot of HOM measurements in the CMTF. TM110 and TM111
modes for Cavity 6 in C100-1.
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(a) HOM survey setup in the CMTF.
(b) Schematic of the HOM survey setup. The dotted lines separate cavities in a cry-
omodule. Two HOM couplers are oriented 120 degrees with respect to each other [13,40].
Four S21 were measured by connecting to port A and A′; A and B′; B and A′; B and
B′.
Fig. 4.4: HOM measurements in the CMTF.
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HOM Survey range
TE111 mode 1850 ∼ 2050 MHz
TM110 mode 2050 ∼ 2250 MHz
TM111 mode 2850 ∼ 3050 MHz
Table 4.1: C100 HOMs survey ranges. TE111, TM110, and TM111 modes are
trapped within the cavities. Any dipole HOM above approximately 3 GHz prop-
agates through the beam pipe [13,41].
points (20001) were taken to guarantee a sufficient spectral resolution of the three
modes. Figure 4.2a shows the screenshots of the full range of spectrum, and TE 111,
TM110, and TM111 modes are also shown in Figures 4.2b, 4.3a, and 4.3b.
A laptop computer took the RF measurement data and saved it as a spread-
sheet (Microsoft Excel ) through a data taking application provided by the NWA
company. The saved data were analyzed using a Mathematica program, named
Polfit [42], which read the data in the spreadsheet and fit the data with the
Lorentzian function to extract the quality factor, Qλ, as shown in Figure 4.5.
This method saved time in measurement of resonance frequencies and Qλ values
compared to direct on-line measurements from a NWA.
Figure 4.6 shows the impedances of TE111, TM110, and TM111 modes for all
cavities in the C100-1 and C100-2 cryomodules. The impedance values are quite
consistent over all cavities. The impedances circled in red are of the most concern
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Fig. 4.5: An example of Polfit output for TM110 mode. Magnitude of S
[dB]
21 versus
frequency. The black dots are measured values, and the red line is a fitted value
to extract the quality factor, Qλ. The 7 pairs of peaks corresponds to 7 dipole
modes in the 7-cell cavity. (Picture from [42]).
for the BBU performance, but at worst they are still nearly an order of magnitude
below the baseline impedance, 1010 Ω/m, for the 12 GeV Upgrade.
4.4 HOM Measurement with Beam
4.4.1 Beam Transfer Function Measurement
The beam transfer function (BTF) is a diagnostic method that excites a
beam with a periodic signal and measures the resulting beam response, which
contains important information on beam and machine properties. An important
advantage is the non-destructive nature of the method; a rather weak excitation
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(a) Impedances of C100-1.
(b) Impedances of C100-2.
Fig. 4.6: Dipole HOM impedances for C100-1 and C100-2. The impedances in
the graphs are (R/Q)λQλ kλ values in Equation 2.51 . The baseline impedance
for 12 GeV with 400 µA is 1010 Ω/m. The highest impedances, circled in red, are
TM111 pi/7 modes near 2893 MHz.
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is enough and the beam operation is not disturbed [43, 44]. For the BBU exper-
iment, the BTF measurement allows one to determine the BBU threshold when
an accelerator is operated below the threshold current.
Because of the accessibility to the HOM couplers of the cavities, the BTF
measurement was simplified substantially by exciting the beam directly through
the HOM couplers of the cavity. The response signal was measured from the other
HOM coupler of a neighboring cavity.
4.4.2 Optics Modeling
Optics calculations were performed using accelerator simulation codes, Op-
tiM and elegant. The optics calculations using the two codes provided transfer
matrices of the arc optics. These matrices were used for TDBBU to compute
threshold currents.
To make some variations on the matrix elements, M12 and M34, the FODO
cells in linacs were set to three different phase advances: 90◦, 105◦, and 120◦.
Figure 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9 display the lattice functions for the three setups. The arc
optics are the same as the 4 GeV nominal arc optics, and the linacs and the arcs
are matched at the spreaders and recombiners as in Figure 4.7d.
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(a) Horizontal (red) and vertical (green) beta functions for the first-pass north linac.
(b) Horizontal (red) and vertical (green) phase advances for the first-pass north linac.
(c) Horizontal (red) and vertical (green) beta functions the first-pass south linac.
(d) Horizontal (red) and vertical (green) phase advances for the first-pass south linac.
Fig. 4.7: Optics for phase advance 90◦ setup.
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(a) Horizontal (red) and vertical (green) beta functions for the first-pass north linac.
(b) Horizontal (red) and vertical (green) phase advances for the first-pass north linac.
(c) Horizontal (red) and vertical (green) beta functions the first-pass south linac.
(d) Horizontal (red) and vertical (green) phase advances for the first-pass south linac.
Fig. 4.8: Optics for phase advance 105◦ setup.
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(a) Horizontal (red) and vertical (green) beta functions for the first-pass north linac.
(b) Horizontal (red) and vertical (green) phase advances for the first-pass north linac.
(c) Horizontal (red) and vertical (green) beta functions the first-pass south linac.
(d) Horizontal (red) and vertical (green) phase advances for the first-pass south linac.
Fig. 4.9: Optics for phase advance 120◦ setup.
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(a) Arc 1.
(b) Arc 2.
(c) Arc 3.
Fig. 4.10: Optics of arc 1, 2, and 3. Horizontal and vertical beta functions are
in red and green respectively. Horizontal and vertical dispersions are in blue and
black respectively.
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4.4.3 Experimental Setups
After the HOM surveys in the CMTF, the two cryomodules were installed at
the end of the CEBAF south linac during the 2011 summer shutdown as part of the
12 GeV Upgrade project at Jefferson Lab. The BTF measurement was performed
as shown in Figure 4.11. Table 4.2 lists the experimental configurations.
Pass setup 2 pass
Energy gain/linac 282 MeV
Beam current I 0, 40, 80, 180 µA
Phase advance/cell in linacs 90, 105, 120◦
Table 4.2: BBU experimental parameters.
Efforts were made to lower the BBU threshold current, Ith, to approach
to the actual onset of BBU and hopefully directly observe the BBU phenomena.
Since cavity characteristics can not be manipulated during the experiment, the
only variables available to lower Ith for the BBU experiment are the momentum, p,
and the transfer matrix element, M12, in Equation 2.51. Attempts to lower p and
thus Ith by tuning CEBAF to 150 MeV/linac failed after several attempts because
the optics control was not good enough to work at these very low energies. A low-
energy setup of 282 MeV/linac (compare to nominal 551 MeV/linac) succeeded,
providing p =1160 MeV/c after two passes.
Unfortunately, the Hall C high-current dump was not available, so opera-
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(a) Schematic of beam transfer function measurement
(b) Measurement setup at the Service Building in the South Linac. The cables are
connected to the cryomodules in the underground accelerator tunnel.
Fig. 4.11: Measurement setup at the Service Building in the South Linac.
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tional beam current was limited to 80 µA. The measurements were performed for
beam currents of 40 µA and 80 µA. Later data at 180 µA was acquired parasit-
ically during the CEBAF experimental program. During the experiment, we did
not observe any evidence of BBU onset. Note that the experimental beam current
is much lower than the analytically estimated threshold currents of about 4.5 mA.
Although multipass BBU is a threshold phenomenon, it is not necessary to
exceed the threshold current to measure it. This can be measured by the BTF
measurement. The next chapter describes the theoretical background of the data
analysis method using the BTF data, followed by the results of data analysis.
Chapter 5
Data Analysis
5.1 Overview
This chapter describes the data analysis method and its theoretical back-
ground. By analyzing transmission coefficients of HOMs as a function of beam
current, the BBU threshold currents will be obtained. The analysis results will
be compared with the simulation results to verify that the 12 GeV Upgrade can
be operated with maximum design current without multipass BBU instability.
5.1.1 Analysis Method
Previously, BTFmeasurements were performed to determine the BBU thresh-
old current for the FEL Upgrade Driver at Jefferson Lab [45, 46]. Figure 5.1a
shows an example of the measurements. It is evident that the effective quality
factor, Qeff , of the curve increases as the current increases. By measuring Qeff as
a function of the beam current, the threshold current can be calculated from the
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relation [45,46]:
Qeff =
(
Ith
Ith − I
)
QL, (5.1)
where QL is the loaded quality factor without beam. For the BBU experiment, I
expected that the same method was applicable to our experiment, but it was not.
As seen in Figure 5.1b, the difference in the effective quality factor was difficult
to resolve. However, this means that the threshold current is far off from the
experimental current of 180 µA. Note that the experimental currents for the FEL
Upgrade Driver are within a factor of five from the threshold current, 2.4 mA.
From this fact, one can infer that the threshold current for the BBU experiment
is much greater than the experimental current of 180 µA.
Even though they are very small, there clearly exists a consistency in the
maximum values of the peak as a function of the average beam current as shown
in Table 5.1.
Frequency S[dB]21 at I=0 S
[dB]
21 at I=40 µA S
[dB]
21 at I=80 µA
2891.6840 MHz -46.4208 -45.9827 -45.9359
2892.0760 MHz -29.2581 -29.1133 -29.0918
Table 5.1: S[dB]21 at different currents for TM111 mode of Cavity 1 in C100-1.
Analysis using this maximum peak value was previously performed by Nicholas
Sereno for his dissertation in the injector linac recirculator [19], but the experi-
mental setup was different. A stripline kicker made the beam oscillate and the
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(a) Resonant curve as a function of average beam current in the FEL Upgrade Driver.
Note that the lowest beam current is 500 µA and the BBU threshold current is approx-
imately 2.4 mA. (Picture from [46]).
(b) A NWA screen shot of our BBU experiment. Beam on and off data are
superimposed. Blue and black lines are measured when beam off; red and
magenta lines are measured when a beam current is 180 µA.
Fig. 5.1: Comparison of BTF measurement for the FEL Upgrade Driver and our
BBU experiment.
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cavity response was measured as a function of the beam current. In our measure-
ment, the experimental setup was simpler because the beam was excited through
the HOM port without the stripline kicker.
Due to the different experimental setup, a different formalism for data anal-
ysis must be developed. The next sections will theoretically validate the data
analysis method for our experiment.
5.2 Data Analysis Theory
5.2.1 HOM Voltages Induced by a NWA and a Beam
As in Figure 5.2, a network analyzer sends a signal, Vin, into the cavity
and excites an HOM. The beam also excites the HOM. The HOM field kicks the
beam, and the HOM kick defines the HOM voltage to be proportional to the kick
imparted on the beam as Equation 2.22. The HOM voltage is proportional to the
measured signal, Vout, at port 2.
Consider a constant of proportionality, αin, which takes into account the
transformation efficiency of Vin into the HOM field, VNWA. It includes an effective
coupling to the HOM field by an HOM coupler antenna and any other cable
attenuation factors. The HOM voltage, VNWA, excited by the input signal from a
network analyzer may be written as
VNWA = αinVin. (5.2)
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Fig. 5.2: Schematic of the experimental setup for HOM measurements using a
network analyzer. The driving signal, Vin, from port 1, is sent into the cavity and
excites an HOM voltage, VNWA, through an HOM coupler in the cavity. A beam
also excites an HOM voltage, Vbeam. Port 2 measures the output signal, Vout,
coming out of the cavity through another HOM coupler. The network analyzer
measures the transmission parameters, S21 = Vout/Vin.
Consider that VNWA is excited in the cavity when a beam is off. Then, the
output signal, Vout, emerging from the cavity may be expressed by introducing a
constant of proportionality, αout, similar to αin in Equation 5.2:
Vout = αoutVNWA. (5.3)
The transmission coefficient, S21|I=0, when a beam current is I = 0, is defined by
S21|I=0 ≡ Vout
Vin
= αinαout. (5.4)
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When a beam is on, the beam can excite the HOM. The beam-induced
voltage, Vbeam, contributes to the total HOM voltage, V, of the HOM in the
cavity:
V = VNWA + Vbeam. (5.5)
Considering a constant proportionality, αout, the output signal, Vout, is written as
Vout = αoutV (5.6)
= αout(VNWA + Vbeam). (5.7)
The transmission coefficient, S21|I=I0 , when a beam current is I = I0, can
be written using Equation 5.4:
S21|I=I0 ≡
Vout
Vin
(5.8)
= αinαout
(
1 +
Vbeam
VNWA
)
= S21|I=0
(
1 +
Vbeam
VNWA
)
. (5.9)
The beam-induced voltage, Vbeam, contains the BBU threshold information. If
Vbeam can be expressed in terms of the threshold current explicitly, then one may
be able to determine the threshold current experimentally. In the next sections,
the BBU threshold current will be extracted using Equation 5.9.
In Chapter 2, the instability condition for multipass BBU was found in terms
of the wake potential and current moment in the time domain. The analysis in the
frequency domain is needed because the RF measurement was performed in the
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frequency domain. Hereafter, the calculation of HOM voltage in the frequency
domain will be developed to find an analytical expression from which one can
extract the threshold current using the experimental data.
5.2.2 HOM Voltage in the Frequency Domain
In this section, the HOM voltage will be obtained in the time domain first,
and then it will be transformed into the frequency domain. Shown in Equation
5.5, the HOM voltage, V (t), in the time domain is written as
V (t) = VNWA(t) + Vbeam(t), (5.10)
and, by taking the Fourier transform of the above equation, the expression in the
frequency domain will be given by
V˜ (ω) = V˜NWA(ω) + V˜beam(ω), (5.11)
where the tilde represents a Fourier transformed function in the frequency domain.
The goal of all the calculations in this section is to obtain the V˜ (ω) in the frequency
domain.
Consider the HOM voltage, VNWA(t), generated by the input from an NWA.
It may be expressed as
VNWA(t) = V0 cos (ωλt), (5.12)
where ωλ is the HOM frequency, and V0 is the amplitude of voltage. The Fourier
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transform of VNWA(t) is
V˜NWA(ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
VNWA(t) e
iωtdt
= piV0{δ(ω + ωλ) + δ(ω − ωλ)}. (5.13)
When a beam enters the cavity on axis and returns to the cavity on the
second pass, from Equation 2.35, the HOM voltage, Vbeam, excited by the beam is
Vbeam(t) =
eM12
pc
∫ t
−∞
W (t− t′) I(t′ − Tr)V (t′ − Tr) dt′. (5.14)
Letting τ = t− t′ and requiring W (τ) = 0 for τ < 0, Vbeam(t) is written as
Vbeam(t) =
eM12
pc
∫ ∞
−∞
W (τ) I(t− τ − Tr)V (t− τ − Tr)dτ
=
eM12
pc
∫ ∞
−∞
W (τ) IV (t− τ)dτ
=
eM12
pc
W (t) ∗ IV (t), (5.15)
where
IV (t− τ) ≡ I(t− τ − Tr)V (t− τ − Tr), (5.16)
and W (t) ∗ IV (t) is a convolution:
W (t) ∗ IV (t) ≡
∫ ∞
−∞
W (τ) IV (t− τ)dτ. (5.17)
Taking the Fourier transform of Vbeam(t) and applying the convolution the-
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orem yields
V˜beam(ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
Vbeam(t)e
iωtdt
=
eM12
pc
∫ ∞
−∞
W (t) ∗ IV (t) eiωtdt
=
eM12
pc
W˜ (ω) I˜V (ω), (5.18)
where W˜ (ω) and I˜V (ω) are the Fourier transform of W (t) and IV (t) :
W˜ (ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
W (t)eiωtdt (5.19)
I˜V (ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
IV (t)e
iωtdt. (5.20)
Equation 5.20 can be calculated employing the convolution theorem,
∫ ∞
−∞
I(t)V (t) eiωtdt =
1
2pi
I˜(ω) ∗ V˜ (ω), (5.21)
and the relations for currents,
I(t) = I0t0
∞∑
n=−∞
δ(t− nt0) (5.22)
I˜(ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
I(t)eiωtdt
= I0t0
∞∑
n=−∞
eint0ω
= 2piI0
∞∑
n=−∞
δ(ω − nωb), (5.23)
where t0 is the bunching period, t0 =
2pi
ωb
, and I0 is the average beam current.
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The Fourier transform of Equation 5.20 becomes:
I˜V (ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
IV (t)e
iωtdt
=
∫ ∞
−∞
I(t− Tr)V (t− Tr)eiωtdt
= eiωTr
∫ ∞
−∞
I(t− Tr)V (t− Tr)eiω(t−Tr)dt
= eiωTr
I˜(ω) ∗ V˜ (ω)
2pi
=
eiωTr
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
I˜(ω′)V˜ (ω − ω′)dω′
=
eiωTr
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
2piI0
∞∑
n=−∞
δ(ω′ − nωb)V˜ (ω − ω′)dω′
= I0e
iωTr
∞∑
n=−∞
V˜ (ω − nωb). (5.24)
Substituting Equation 5.24 into Equation 5.18, the beam-induced HOM voltage,
V˜beam(ω), is
V˜beam(ω) =
eM12I0
pc
eiωTr W˜ (ω)
∞∑
n=−∞
V˜ (ω − nωb). (5.25)
Substituting Equation 5.13 and 5.25 into Equation 5.11, the total HOM
voltage, V˜ (ω), in the frequency domain is obtained as
V˜ (ω) = piV0{δ(ω+ωλ)+δ(ω−ωλ)}+ I0eM12
pc
eiωTrW˜ (ω)
∞∑
n=−∞
V˜ (ω−nωb), (5.26)
where V˜ (ω) is given in terms of itself evaluated at all other harmonics of the
bunching frequency. To express the summation term in Equation 5.26 in closed
form, the equation is modified in the form of V˜ (ω−mωb) by substituting ω−mωb
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for ω:
V˜ (ω −mωb) = piV0{δ(ω −mωb + ωλ) + δ(ω −mωb − ωλ)}
+
I0eM12
pc
ei(ω−mωb)TrW˜ (ω −mωb)
∞∑
n=−∞
V˜ (ω −mωb − nωb)
= piV0{δ(ω −mωb + ωλ) + δ(ω −mωb − ωλ)}
+
I0eM12
pc
eiωTrW˜ (ω −mωb)
∞∑
n=−∞
V˜ (ω − nωb), (5.27)
where the relations,
ei(ω−mωb)Tr = eiωTr (5.28)
∞∑
n=−∞
V˜ (ω −mωb − nωb) =
∞∑
n=−∞
V˜ (ω − nωb), (5.29)
are used.
Summing up Equation 5.27 over m for all integers, the equation becomes
∞∑
m=−∞
V˜ (ω −mωb) =
∞∑
m=−∞
piV0{δ(ω −mωb + ωλ) + δ(ω −mωb − ωλ)}
+
I0eM12
pc
eiωTr
∞∑
m=−∞
W˜ (ω −mωb)
∞∑
n=−∞
V˜ (ω − nωb). (5.30)
Solving the equation in terms of
∑∞
m=−∞ V˜ (ω −mωb) produces
∞∑
n=−∞
V˜ (ω − nωb) =
∑∞
k=−∞ piV0{δ(ω − kωb + ωλ) + δ(ω − kωb − ωλ)}
1− I0eM12pc eiωTr
∑∞
m=−∞ W˜ (ω −mωb)
. (5.31)
Finally, by substituting this equation into Equation 5.26, the wake potential in
the frequency domain is obtain:
V˜ (ω) = piV0{δ(ω + ωλ) + δ(ω − ωλ)}
+
I0eM12
pc
eiωTrW˜ (ω)
∑∞
k=−∞ piV0{δ(ω − kωb + ωλ) + δ(ω − kωb − ωλ)}
1− I0eM12pc eiωTr
∑∞
m=−∞ W˜ (ω −mωb)
. (5.32)
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Equation 5.32 represents the total HOM voltage. In the next section, the
HOM voltage will be expressed in terms of the BBU threshold current, and a data
analysis method to determine the threshold current will be described.
5.2.3 Threshold Current in the Frequency Domain
From Equation 2.28, the wake function can be obtained:
W˜λ(ω) =
∫ +∞
−∞
Wλ(t) e
iωt dt
=
∫ +∞
0
(
(R/Q)λkλωλ
2
)
e
− ωλ2Qλ t sin (ωλt) eiωt dt
=
1
2
(
R
Q
)
λ
kλ
1
1−
(
ω
ωλ
)2
+ 1
4Q2λ
− iQλ ωωλ
=
1
2
(
R
Q
)
λ
Qλkλ
1
Qλ
(
1−
(
ω
ωλ
)2
+ 1
4Q2λ
)
− i ωωλ
=
1
2
(
R
Q
)
λ
QλkλAλ(ω)e−iφλ(ω), (5.33)
where
Aλ(ω) ≡
Q2λ
{
1−
(
ω
ωλ
)2
+
1
4Q2λ
}2
+
(
ω
ωλ
)2− 12 (5.34)
φλ(ω) ≡ tan−1
 ωωλ
Qλ
(
1−
(
ω
ωλ
)2
+ 1
4Q2λ
)
 . (5.35)
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The resonance condition for an HOM is found by setting the derivative of Aλ(ω)
equal to zero so that on resonance,
ωr
ωλ
=
√
1− 1
4Q2λ
(5.36)
Aλ(ωr) = 1 (5.37)
φλ(ωr) = tan
−1
√
4Q2λ − 1, (5.38)
where ωλ is an HOM resonant frequency when Qλ = ∞, and ωr is a resonant
frequency when Qλ is finite. At ω = ωr, Aλ(ω) is maximum. Figure 5.3a shows
the frequency shift for small Qλ values, but for Qλ ( 1, the wake function, W˜λ(ω),
has a maximum peak at ωr ≈ ωλ as in Figure 5.3b.
For example, |ωr − ωλ| ≈ 6 × 10−3 Hz for 2893 MHz dipole mode with
Qλ = 6.27× 105. We can consider ωr ≈ ωλ in measurement precision.
An instability results in when the denominator is zero in Equation 5.32:
1− I0eM12
pc
eiωTr
∞∑
m=−∞
W˜ (ω −mωb) = 0. (5.39)
For a very large Qλ resonance, the summation of the above equation has an
appreciable contribution from only a single term, as shown in Figure 5.4. The
wake function is strongly peaked at each HOM frequency. Near a particular
HOM frequency, the wake function is dominated by the mode at that frequency
and all other modes do not contribute appreciably. In this case, each HOMmay be
treated individually without contribution from the other HOMs. Therefore, the
analytical calculations based on the simple model in Chapter 2 can be applied to
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(a) The amplitude Aλ(ω) of the wake function in Equation 5.34 for three Qλ values.
Note the frequency shift as a function of Qλ.
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(b) Amplitude Aλ(ω) versus frequency for
three different Qλ values.
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(c) Phase φλ(ω) versus frequency for three
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Fig. 5.3: The amplitude Aλ(ω) and phase φλ(ω) of the wake function in Equation
5.34 and 5.35 for different Qλ values.
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Fig. 5.4: Normalized wake functions, W˜norm = Aλ(ω)e−iφλ(ω), around 2893 MHz
mode. Note that the y-axis is zoomed in between 0 and 0.001 to easily check on
the overlap of the peaks. Each peak is very sharp so that the wake functions, W˜ ,
hardly overlap each other. Only peak dominates the wake function at 2893 MHz.
ωb = 2pi × 1.5 GHz, Qλ = 6.27× 105, (R/Q)λ = 44.8 Ω.
the data analysis. Only one HOM near ω ≈ ωr will be considered in the following
calculations.
Considering only around ω ≈ ωr, Equation 5.39 is reduced to:
1− I0eM12
pc
eiωTrW˜λ(ω) = 0. (5.40)
Equation 5.40 can be rewritten using Equation 5.33 as
1− I0eM12
pc
1
2
(
R
Q
)
λ
QλkλAλ(ω)ei(ωTr−φλ(ω)) = 0. (5.41)
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For this equation to be real, the phase term in Equation 5.41 should satisfy a
transcendental equation:
ωTr − φλ(ω) = kpi, k = integer. (5.42)
This equation is graphically illustrated in Figure 5.5.
0.99999 1. 1.00001
90
90
180
270
360
degrees
1.0000005, 122.273
tan 1
Q 1 2 1 4Q2
tr 25073
tr 25072
tr 25071
Fig. 5.5: Numerical solution of the transcendental Equation 5.42 for an TM111
2893 MHz mode. There exists a solution near ωthωλ = 1.0000005036 and φλ =
122.173◦ when integer k = 25072. The threshold condition frequency, ωth, is
different from the mode frequency, ωr, only by 1457 Hz. One may approximate
ωth ≈ ωr for this case in Ith calculations, but in general the approximation is not
valid. More details are discussed in Section 5.2.5.
Let ω ≡ ωth, which satisfies Equation 5.42, and define I0 ≡ Ith which satisfies
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Equation 5.41 when ω = ωth. The threshold current, Ith, can be expressed from
Equation 5.40 and 5.41:
Ith =
pc/e
M12eiωthTrW˜λ(ωth)
(5.43)
=
2pc/e
(R/Q)λQλkλM12Aλ(ωth) . (5.44)
At ω = ωth, Equation 5.13 becomes
V˜NWA(ωth) = piV0{δ(ωth + ωλ) + δ(ωth − ωλ)}, (5.45)
and substituting Equation 5.43 into Equation 5.32 results in
V˜ (ωth) = piV0{δ(ωth + ωλ) + δ(ωth − ωλ)}
+
I0eM12
pc
eiωthTrW˜λ(ωth)
piV0{δ(ωth + ωλ) + δ(ωth − ωλ)}
1− I0eM12pc eiωthTrW˜λ(ωth)
= V˜NWA(ωth) + V˜NWA(ωth)
I0
Ith
1− I0Ith
= V˜NWA(ωth)
(
Ith
Ith − I0
)
. (5.46)
5.2.4 Threshold Current by NWA Measurement Data
Recall Equation 5.2 and 5.6:
V˜NWA = αinV˜in
V˜out = αoutV˜ .
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Equation 5.46 can be written as
V˜ (ωth) = V˜NWA(ωth)
(
Ith
Ith − I0
)
V˜out(ωth)
αout
= αinV˜in(ωth)
(
Ith
Ith − I0
)
V˜out(ωth)
V˜in(ωth)
= αinαout
(
Ith
Ith − I0
)
. (5.47)
Recall Equations 5.4 and 5.8:
S21|I=0 = αinαout
S21|I=I0 =
V˜out
V˜in
.
Equation 5.47 becomes
S21(ωth)|I=I0
S21(ωth)|I=0 =
Ith
Ith − I0 . (5.48)
Finally, the threshold current, Ith, is expressed in terms of measured quantities:
Ith =
I0
1− S21(ωth)|I=0S21(ωth)|I=I0
. (5.49)
By measuring S21 for two average currents, I = 0 and I = I0, the threshold
current can be calculated according to Equation 5.49. In practice, it is better for
I0 to be as large as possible in order to obtain better signals. Equation 5.49 agrees
with the result of C. M. Lyneis et al. [47], where the measurement was performed
in the time domain.
For the measurements performed using a NWA, S21 was measured in dB
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defined as
S21(ωth)
[dB] ≡ 10 log |S21(ωth)|2 (5.50)
= 20 log |S21(ωth)|. (5.51)
To utilize the measured values in dB, Equation 5.51 is modified as
|S21(ωth)| = 10
S21(ωth)
[dB]
20 , (5.52)
and substituting this equation into Equation 5.49 results in
Ith =
B
B − 1I0, (5.53)
where
B ≡ 10
S21(ωth)|
[dB]
I=I0
−S21(ωth)|
[dB]
I=0
20 . (5.54)
Here S21(ωth)|[dB]I=I0 and S21(ωth)|[dB]I=0 are the transmission coefficients measured in
dB with an NWA when beam current I = I0 and I = 0.
It is hard to exactly determine ωth and S21(ωth) experimentally because they
depend on Q and the resonant curve is peaked very sharply. Instead, the peak
frequency, ωr, can be used to determine lower bounds of the threshold current as
described in the next section.
5.2.5 Data Analysis with Measured Data
As shown in Figure 5.5, the approximation, ωth ≈ ωr can not always apply
to the Ith calculation. However, one may determine a lower bound using ωr at
which the scattering parameter, |S21|, has a maximum value.
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Recall the threshold current expression, Equation 5.44,
Ith =
2pc/e
(R/Q)λQλkλM12Aλ(ωth) , (5.55)
and define Iωr as
Iωr ≡
2pc/e
(R/Q)λQλkλM12Aλ(ωr) . (5.56)
Note that
A(ωr) ≥ A(ωth), (5.57)
and then
Iωr ≤ Ith. (5.58)
The resonant frequency, ωr, can be obtained from the measured data, and
Iωr can be calculated using ωr. Instead of computing Ith, one can determine a
lower bound of the threshold current using Iωr . In the data analysis for this
experiment, the resonant frequency, ωr, was determined by taking the frequency
at the measured peak, so there was an uncertainty of about half the spacing
between consecutive measurement frequencies in 2 kHz step. The lower bounds
of the threshold current were calculated as described in the next section.
5.3 Data Analysis Results
The lower bounds of the threshold current were calculated using two beam
currents, 40 µA and 80 µA, as well as zero current S21 measurement data. Thresh-
old currents were obtained for HOMs in C100-1, but not for HOMs in C100-2
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because the measurement for C100-2 at zero current was not obtained. However,
the consistency between C100-1 and C100-2 CMTF survey data in Figure 4.6 pro-
vides a good reason not to be concerned about the lack of zero current data for
C100-2.
In principle, the threshold current can be calculated using two beam currents
data from Equation 5.49, but 40 µA and 80 µA data for C100-2 do not have strong
enough signals to produce meaningful consistent results. However, zero current
data for C100-1 was obtained, and this data along with 40 µA and 80 µA data
provided consistent results. Tables 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 summarize the lower bounds of
threshold currents for the highest impedance HOMs, TM111 pi/3 modes in C100-1
cavities at each optical setting. The tables also list the TDBBU simulation results
for the comparison with the experimental results. All the simulation results are
greater than the threshold lower bounds which are experimentally estimated.
TM111 horizontal mode in cavity 5 was not able to be resolved because of
the overlap of the modes and poor signal-to-noise ratios. This is due to cavity
configurations in the cryomodule. Figure 5.6 shows the cavity orientation in the
cryomodule.
Fig. 5.6: Cavity configuration in C100 cryomodules.
For the first four cavities, the HOM ports are located at the beginning of the
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cavity, and the HOM ports are located after the cavities for the last four cavities.
No HOM ports exist in between the forth and fifth cavities. This means that,
when using a network analyzer to measure HOMs through the HOM ports, one
must measure over two cavities. Because of this, the modes were overlapped and
signal to noise ratios were worse.
Figure 5.7 shows the threshold current behavior with respect to the HOM
frequency. The threshold current is very sensitive and rapidly changes in HOM
frequencies. Even though the threshold currents for specific HOM frequencies were
simulated as listed in Tables 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4, we should consider the possibility for
the threshold current to be lower due to the measurement uncertainty. The lowest
threshold current was found to be about 9 mA for TM111 pi/3 modes in cavity
2, as shown in Figure 5.7. This is the worst case for the all HOMs, and we can
consider 9 mA as the minimum threshold current for the three BBU experimental
setups.
By the actual operation, we proved that BBU instability does not occur at
180 µA for the 2-pass, 1.16 GeV setup at the three optical settings; by the experi-
ment, a lower bound estimate based on the experimental results is approximately
2 mA; by the simulations, the threshold current was found to be approximately
9 mA as shown in Figure 5.7, Table 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4. The data from C. Tennant’s
thesis, as in Figure 5.1a, shows that the peak value goes up quite perceptibly
when a current is even within a factor of 5 from the threshold current. This fact
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was applied in estimating lower bounds from the experiment. The lower bounds
on the threshold currents resulting from the experiment were below the values
calculated from the simulations.
These results of measurements and simulations can be used to estimate the
threshold current for the 12 GeV Upgrade using the calculated TDBBU threshold
currents as a figure of merit. From the results of Chapter 3, the threshold current
for the 12 GeV Upgrade is inferred to be approximately 4.5 mA. We may conclude
that the actual BBU threshold current is greater than the maximum designed
current of 80 µA. It is noted that all of these estimates are based on the assumption
that the theoretical description of BBU by TDBBU is valid.
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Phase advance 90◦ setup
Cavity number Frequency Iωr [mA] Ith [mA]
[MHz] (measurement) (simulation)
cavity 1
2891.6840 1.73 85
2892.0760 4.22 2910
cavity 2
2890.8520 1.53 330
2891.0920 0.94 820
cavity 3
2895.1525 0.39 370
2895.4195 0.34 2920
cavity 4
2892.4668 0.71 320
2892.5292 2.33 310
cavity 5 2892.6436 0.67 380
cavity 6
2893.1055 2.12 17
2893.4960 0.20 36
cavity 7
2894.6274 1.12 125
2894.7652 0.95 255
cavity 8
2895.0380 2.30 235
2895.1340 8.79 245
Table 5.2: Threshold currents from the BBU experiment and simulations for
phase advance 90◦ setup. Iωr is the lower bound of the threshold current estimated
from the experiment, and Ith is the threshold current from simulations.
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Phase advance 105◦ setup
Cavity number Frequency Iωr [mA] Ith [mA]
[MHz] (measurement) (simulation)
cavity 1
2891.6840 1.99 240
2892.0760 10.63 2400
cavity 2
2890.8520 1.65 10
2891.0920 0.86 1390
cavity 3
2895.1525 0.37 100
2895.4195 0.48 3030
cavity 4
2892.4668 0.73 22
2892.5292 4.68 2800
cavity 5 2892.6436 0.99 105
cavity 6
2893.1055 2.44 320
2893.4960 0.65 345
cavity 7
2894.6274 2.15 540
2894.7652 2.97 20
cavity 8
2895.0380 2.38 1850
2895.1340 5.43 95
Table 5.3: Threshold currents from the BBU experiment and simulations for
phase advance 105◦ setup.
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Phase advance 120◦ setup
Cavity number Frequency Iωr [mA] Ith [mA]
[MHz] (measurement) (simulation)
cavity 1
2891.6840 1.43 770
2892.0760 3.18 1360
cavity 2
2890.8520 0.67 75
2891.0920 4.55 1210
cavity 3
2895.1525 1.48 720
2895.4195 1.71 1120
cavity 4
2892.4668 0.47 150
2892.5292 1.93 175
cavity 5 2892.6436 0.92 570
cavity 6
2893.1055 10.71 90
2893.4960 1.13 28
cavity 7
2894.6274 6.95 1850
2894.7652 3.87 225
cavity 8
2895.0380 3.22 1720
2895.1340 1.50 235
Table 5.4: Threshold currents from the BBU experiment and simulations for
phase advance 120◦ setup.
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Fig. 5.7: Threshold current behavior around 2890.8520 MHz TM111 pi/3 mode in
cavity 2 for the 105◦ optics setup. The black points and red rectangle are TDBBU
simulation results. The red rectangle indicates a simulated threshold current of
10 mA at 2890.8520 MHz. The blue and green lines are first and second order
solutions of Equations 2.51 and 2.54. In this case, the threshold current is very
close to the minimum value of approximately 9 mA, but in general it is not. One
should consider this behavior in estimating BBU threshold currents.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
The experimental study of multipass BBU was performed to determine pos-
sible machine performance limitations for the 12 GeV Upgrade accelerator. A
simulation study also was carried out using computer programs, TDBBU and
MATBBU. These results indicated that the multipass BBU would not occur in
the 12 GeV CEBAF accelerator at the maximum design current of 80 µA. The
threshold current from simulations is approximately 4.5 mA in support of the
BBU experiment. Even though C100-2 was not fully analyzed, the consistency
of the CMTF data between C100-1 and C100-2 justifies that both cryomodule
satisfies the 12 GeV HOM specifications.
A similar measurement method was used to determine the threshold current
by Nicholas Sereno [19] using the CEBAF injector recirculator, where a kicker was
used to excite a beam and cavity HOMs. In our experiment, the cavity was excited
directly using an NWA with an HOM coupler as an input antenna. The HOM
signal was then detected using another HOM coupler in a neighboring cavity as
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an output antenna. The method using HOM couplers substantially simplified
the data analysis as well as the experimental setup and measurements. Based on
Nicholas Sereno’s work, I derived the formula for the BBU threshold current in the
frequency domain, Equation 5.49, which agrees with the result of C. M. Lyneis
et al. in the time domain [47]. Since the BBU experiment operated far from
threshold currents, the previous data analysis method by C. Tennant [45] was not
applicable to this experiment. I developed a formalism to determine threshold
lower bounds, Equation 5.58.
To examine the applicability of DBA arc optics to the 12 GeV Upgrade, sim-
ulation studies of the BBU instability were performed. Additionally, these studies
allowed for investigation as to the availability of the maximum beam current for
the 6.6 GeV beam in the 12 GeV accelerator. The work for the DBA arc optics
revealed that the DBA arc optics is applicable to the 12 GeV Upgrade within the
extent of the HOM damping requirements for the standard 4 GeV arc optics.
For 6.6 GeV beam in the 12 GeV accelerator, two setups were considered:
the 3-pass, 6.6 GeV and 5-pass, 6.6 GeV setups. The maximum beam dump power,
1 MW, limits the maximum beam current to 151 µA; the 3-pass, 6.6 GeV setup is
able to use the maximum beam current without the occurrence of BBU instability.
A simulation study of cumulative BBU for the 12 GeV injector prototype was
performed. The results revealed that the transient behavior amplitude is not a
concern at all even in extreme cases.
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The theoretical calculation for longitudinal BBU showed that longitudinal
BBU is not a problem as long as the HOM damping requirements for transverse
BBU are met. The longitudinal damping requirements are more than two orders
of magnitude greater than the transverse, even in very conservative choice of the
parameters.
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Appendix A
BBU Simulations for LHeC at CERN
The LHeC is a proposed colliding beam facility at CERN. A new electron
Fig. A.1: Schematic of the energy recovery linac in the LHeC.
accelerator is to be added to the exiting LHC, and an electron beam collides with
a proton or a heavy ion beam of the LHC. One of the electron accelerator options
is an energy recovery linac, for which BBU simulation study was conducted [48].
The ERL LHeC is designed in 720 MHz cw mode, but a real cavity does
not manufactured yet. The BNL3 5-cell SRF cavity data would be good reference
for HOM data even though BNL3 fundamental mode frequency, 703.79 MHz, is
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slightly different from LHeC RF frequency. Table A.1 lists HOM parameters used
for simulations. These modes have relatively high R/Q modes.
f [MHz] QL R/Q [Ω]
1003 1× 106 32
1337 1× 106 32
1820 1× 106 32
Table A.1: HOM parameters used for LHeC simulations.
Even though the HOM data were really conservative and were obtained for
the worst cases (highest Q and highest R/Q), the threshold current is about 5
mA. This result suggests that it is feasible to achieve the design current, 6 mA, if
QL is damped to the order of 105.
Injection energy to linac 0.5 GeV
Energy gain per linac 10 GeV
Maximum beam energy 60.5 GeV
Total number of passes 3 up + 3 down
Start of energy recovery 4th passes
RF frequency 720 MHz
Bunching frequency 720 MHz
Table A.2: Accelerator parameters used for LHeC simulations.
Appendix B
BBU Simulations for JLAMP at Jefferson Lab
Fig. B.1: Schematic of the JLAMP. The inner beamline is the existing FEL.
New JLAMP beamline is outer one.
The JLAMP(JLab AMPlifier) is a 4th generation light source proposed
by Jefferson Lab. A BBU simulation study for the JLAMP was performed with
TDBBU using the C100 cavity data which will be used for the 12 GeV CEBAF
Upgrade [49,50]. Table B.1 lists parameters used for the simulations. The simula-
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tion results state that the lowest threshold current is about 0.67 mA which is lower
than the designed current, 1 mA. This means that a stricter damping requirement
or a cure on the beam optics is needed to increase the threshold current.
Injection energy 10 MeV
Energy gain for a pass 307.5 MeV
Maximum beam energy 625 MeV
Total number of passes 4 passes
Start of energy recovery 3rd pass
RF frequency 1497 MHz
Bunching frequency 1497 MHz/320 = 4.678 MHz
Table B.1: Accelerator parameters used for JLAMP simulations.
